
A Simple Gesture

Mark was walking home from school one day when he noticed
the boy ahead of him had tripped and dropped all of the
books he was carrying, along with two sweaters, a baseball
bat, a glove and a small tape recorder. Mark knelt down and
helped the boy pick up the scattered articles. Since they
were going the same way, he helped to carry part of the
burden. As they walked Mark discovered the boy's name was
Bill, that he loved video games, baseball and history, and
that he was having lots of trouble with his other subjects
and that he had just broken up with his girlfriend.

They arrived at Bill's home first and Mark was invited
in for a Coke and to watch some television. The afternoon
passed pleasantly with a few laughs and some shared small
talk, then Mark went home. They continued to see each
other around school, had lunch together once or twice,
then both graduated from junior high school. They ended
up in the same high school where they had brief contacts
over the years. Finally the long awaited senior year came
and three weeks before graduation, Bill asked Mark if they
could talk.

Bill reminded him of the day years ago when they had first
met. "Did you ever wonder why I was carrying so many things
home that day?" asked Bill. "You see, I cleaned out my locker
because I didn't want to leave a mess for anyone else. I had
stored away some of my mothers sleeping pills and I was going
home to commit suicide. But after we spent some time together
talking and laughing, I realized that if I had killed myself,
I would have missed that time and so many others that might
follow. So you see, Mark, when you picked up those books that
day, you did a lot more, you saved my life."

-John W. Schlatter (true story)

Shake It Off And Step Up

A parable is told of a farmer who owned an old mule.
The mule fell into the farmer's well. The farmer
heard the mule 'braying' - or - whatever mules do
when they fall into wells. After carefully assessing
the situation, the farmer sympathized with the mule,
but decided that neither the mule nor the well was
worth the trouble of saving. Instead, he called
his neighbors together and told them what had
happened...and enlisted them to help haul dirt to
bury the old mule in the well and put him out of
his misery.

Initially, the old mule was hysterical! But as the
farmer and his neighbors continued shoveling and



the dirt hit his back...a thought struck him. It
suddenly dawned on him that every time a shovel
load of dirt landed on his back...HE SHOULD
SHAKE IT OFF AND STEP UP! This he did,
blow after blow.

"Shake it off and step up...shake it off and step
up...shake it off and step up!" he repeated to
encourage himself. No matter how painful the
blows, or distressing the situation seemed the old
mule fought "panic" and just kept right on SHAKING
IT OFF AND STEPPING UP!

You're right! It wasn't long before the old mule,
battered and exhausted, STEPPED TRIUMPHANTLY
OVER THE WALL OF THAT WELL! What seemed
like it would bury him, actually blessed him...all because
of the manner in which he handled his adversity.

THAT'S LIFE! If we face our problems and respond to
them positively, and refuse to give in to panic, bitterness,
or self-pity...THE ADVERSITIES THAT COME ALONG
TO BURY US USUALLY HAVE WITHIN THEM THE
POTENTIAL TO BENEFIT AND BLESS US!
Remember that FORGIVENESS--FAITH--PRAYER--
PRAISE and HOPE...all are excellent ways to "SHAKE
IT OFF AND STEP UP" out of the wells in which we find
ourselves!

- Author Unknown

The Obstacle in Our Path

In ancient times, a king had a boulder placed on a roadway. Then
he hid himself and watched to see if anyone would remove the
huge rock. Some of the king's wealthiest merchants and courtiers
came by and simply walked around it. Many loudly blamed the
king for not keeping the roads clear, but none did anything about
getting the big stone out of the way.
Then a peasant came along carrying a load of vegetables. On
approaching the boulder, the peasant laid down his burden and
tried to move the stone to the side of the road. After much pushing
and straining, he finally succeeded. As the peasant picked up his
load of vegetables, he noticed a purse lying in the road where the
boulder had been. The purse contained many gold coins and a note
from the king indicating that the gold was for the person who
removed the boulder from the roadway. The peasant learned what



many others never understand. Every obstacle presents an
opportunity to improve one's condition.

- Unknown

A Room With a View

Two men, both seriously ill, occupied the same hospital room. One
man was allowed to sit up in his bed for an hour each afternoon to help
drain the fluid from his lungs. His bed was next to the room's only
window. The other man had to spend all his time flat on his back. The men talked
for hours on end. They spoke of their wives and families, their homes, their
jobs, their involvement in the military service, where they had been on
vacation. And every afternoon when the man in the bed by the window
could sit up, he would pass the time by describing to his roommate all the things
he could see outside the window. The man in the other bed began to live
for those one-hour periods where his world would be broadened and enlivened by
all the activity and color of the world outside.

The window overlooked a park with a lovely lake. Ducks and swans
played on the water while children sailed their model boats. Young lovers
walked arm in arm amidst flowers of every color of the rainbow. Grand old trees
graced the landscape, and a fine view of the city skyline could be seen in the
distance. As the man by the window described all this in exquisite detail, the
man on the other side of the room would close his eyes and imagine the
picturesque scene.

One warm afternoon the man by the window described a parade passing
by. Although the other man couldn't hear the band - he could see it in
his mind's eye as the gentleman by the window portrayed it with
descriptive words. Days and weeks passed.
One morning, the day nurse arrived to bring water for their baths
only to find the lifeless body of the man by the window, who had died
peacefully in his sleep. She was saddened and called the hospital attendants
to take the body away.

As soon as it seemed appropriate, the other man asked if he could be
moved next to the window. The nurse was happy to make the switch,
and after making sure he was comfortable, she left him alone. Slowly,
painfully, he propped himself up on one elbow to take his first look at the
world outside. Finally, he would have the joy of seeing it for himself. He
strained to slowly turn to look out the window beside the bed. It faced a blank
wall.

The man asked the nurse what could have compelled his deceased
roommate who had described such wonderful things outside this window. The
nurse responded that the man was blind and could not even see the wall.
She said, "Perhaps he just wanted to encourage you."



Epilogue...
There is tremendous happiness in making others happy, despite our
own situations. Shared grief is half the sorrow, but happiness when shared, is
doubled. If you want to feel rich, just count all of the things you have that
money can't buy.

Working Towards What You Already Have

The American investment banker was at the pier of a small coastal
Mexican village when a small boat with just one fisherman docked.
Inside the small boat were several large yellow fin tuna. The
American complimented the Mexican on the quality of his fish and
asked how long it took to catch them.

The Mexican replied, "Only a little while."

The American then asked, "Why didn't you stay out longer and catch
more fish?"

The Mexican said, "With this I have more than enough to support my
family's needs."

The American then asked, "But what do you do with the rest of your
time?"

The Mexican fisherman said, "I sleep late, fish a little, play with
my children, take siesta with my wife, Maria, stroll into the village
each evening where I sip wine and play guitar with my amigos, I have
a full and busy life."

The American scoffed, "I am a Harvard MBA and could help you. You
should spend more time fishing; and with the proceeds, buy a bigger
boat: With the proceeds from the bigger boat you could buy several
boats. Eventually you would have a fleet of fishing boats. Instead of
selling your catch to a middleman you would sell directly to the
processor; eventually opening your own cannery. You would control the
product, processing and distribution. You would need to leave
this small coastal fishing village and move to Mexico City, then Los
Angeles and eventually New York where you will run your ever-
expanding enterprise."

The Mexican fisherman asked, "But, how long will this all take?"

To which the American replied, "15 to 20 years."

"But what then?" asked the Mexican.



The American laughed and said that's the best part. "When the time is
right you would announce an IPO and sell your company stock to the
public and become very rich, you would make millions."

"Millions?...Then what?"

The American said, "Then you would retire. Move to a small coastal
fishing village where you would sleep late, fish a little, play with
your kids, take siesta with your wife, stroll to the village in the
evenings where you could sip wine and play your guitar with your
amigos."

- Author Unknown

Always Remember Those who Serve

In the days when an ice cream sundae cost much less, a 10 year
old boy entered a hotel coffee shop and sat at a table. A waitress
put a glass of water in front of him.
"How much is an ice cream sundae?"
"Fifty cents," replied the waitress.
The little boy pulled his hand out of his pocket and studied a
number of coins in it.
"How much is a dish of plain ice cream?" he inquired.
Some people were now waiting for a table and the waitress was a
bit impatient.
"Thirty-five cents," she said brusquely.
The little boy again counted the coins. "I'll have the plain ice
cream," he said.
The waitress brought the ice cream, put the bill on the table and
walked away. The boy finished the ice cream, paid the cashier and
departed.
When the waitress came back, she began wiping down the table
and then swallowed hard at what she saw. There, placed neatly
beside the empty dish, were two nickels and five pennies - her tip



Ugly

Everyone in the apartment complex I lived in knew who Ugly was.
Ugly was the resident tomcat. Ugly loved three things in this world:
fighting, eating garbage, and shall we say, love.

The combination of these things combined with a life spent
outside had their effect on Ugly. To start with, he had only one eye,
and where the other should have been was a gaping hole. He was also
missing his ear on the same side, his left foot has appeared to have been badly
broken at one time, and had healed at an unnatural angle, making him look
like he was always turning the corner.

His tail has long age been lost, leaving only the smallest stub,
which he would constantly jerk and twitch. Ugly would have been
a dark gray tabby striped-type, except for the sores covering his
head, neck, and even his shoulders with thick, yellowing scabs. Every time
someone saw Ugly there was the same reaction.
"That's one UGLY cat!!"

All the children were warned not to touch him, the adults threw
rocks at him, hosed him down, squirted him when he tried to come in
their homes, or shut his paws in the door when he would not leave.
Ugly always had the same reaction. If you turned the hose on
him, he would stand there, getting soaked until you gave up and quit.
If you threw things at him, he would curl his lanky body around feet in
forgiveness.

Whenever he spied children, he would come running meowing
frantically and bump his head against their hands, begging for their love. If ever
someone picked him up he would immediately begin suckling on
your shirt, earrings, whatever he could find.

One day Ugly shared his love with the neighbor’s huskies. They
did not respond kindly, and Ugly was badly mauled. From my apartment
I could hear his screams, and I tried to rush to his aid. By the time
I got to where he was laying, it was apparent Ugly's sad life was almost
at an end.

Ugly lay in a wet circle, his back legs and lower back twisted
grossly out of shape, a gaping tear in the white strip of fur
that ran down his front. As I picked him up and tried to carry him
home I could hear him wheezing and gasping, and could feel him struggling.
I must be hurting him terribly I thought. Then I felt a familiar tugging,
sucking sensation on my ear.

Ugly, in so much pain, suffering and obviously dying was trying
to suckle my ear. I pulled him closer to me, and he bumped the
palm of my hand with his head, then he turned his one golden eye
towards me, and I could hear the distinct sound of purring. Even in the
greatest pain, that ugly battled scarred cat was asking only for a little
affection, perhaps some compassion.



At that moment I thought Ugly was the most beautiful, loving
creature I had ever seen. Never once did he try to bite or scratch me, or
even try to get away from me, or struggle in any way. Ugly just
looked up at me completely trusting in me to relieve his pain.

Ugly died in my arms before I could get inside, but I sat and
held him for a long time afterwards, thinking about how one scarred,
deformed little stray could so alter my opinion about what it means to have
true pureness of spirit, to love so totally and truly. Ugly taught me
more about giving and compassion than a thousand books, lectures, or talk
show specials ever could, and for that I will always be thankful. He had been
scarred on the outside, but I was scarred on the inside, and it was time for me to
move on and learn to love truly and deeply.

To give my total to those I cared for. Many people want to be
richer, more successful, well liked, beautiful, but for me, I will always
try to be Ugly.

- Unknown

The Butterfly

A man found a cocoon for a butterfly. One day a small opening appeared, he
sat and watched the butterfly for several hours as it struggled to force
its body through the little hole.

Then it seemed to stop making any progress. It appeared as if it had
gotten as far as it could and could go no farther. Then the man decided to
help the butterfly.

He took a pair of scissors and snipped the remaining bit of the cocoon.
The butterfly then emerged easily.

Something was strange. The butterfly had a swollen body and shriveled
wings. The man continued to watch the butterfly because he expected at any
moment, the wings would enlarge and expand to be able to support the body,
which would contract in time.

Neither happened. In fact, the butterfly spent the rest of its life
crawling around with a swollen body and deformed wings. It was never able
to fly.

What the man in his kindness and haste did not understand, was that the
restricting cocoon and the struggle required for the butterfly to get
through the small opening of the cocoon are God's way of forcing fluid
from the body of the butterfly into its wings so that it would be ready
for flight once it achieved its freedom from the cocoon.

Sometimes struggles are exactly what we need in our life.



If God allowed us to go through all our life without any obstacles, that
would cripple us. We would not be as strong as what we could have been.

Not only that, we could never fly.

- Unknown

A Special Teacher

Years ago a John Hopkins professor gave a group of graduate
students this assignment: Go to the slums. Take 200 boys,
between the ages of 12 and 16, and investigate their background
and environment. Then predict their chances for the future.

The students, after consulting social statistics, talking to the boys,
and compiling much data, concluded that 90 percent of the boys
would spend some time in jail.

Twenty-five years later another group of graduate students was
given the job of testing the prediction. They went back to the same
area. Some of the boys - by then men - were still there, a few had
died, some had moved away, but they got in touch with 180 of the
original 200. They found that only four of the group had ever been
sent to jail.

Why was it that these men, who had lived in a breeding place of
crime, had such a surprisingly good record? The researchers were
continually told: "Well, there was a teacher..."

They pressed further, and found that in 75 percent of the cases it
was the same woman. The researchers went to this teacher, now
living in a home for retired teachers. How had she exerted this
remarkable influence over that group of children? Could she give
them any reason why these boys should have remembered her?

"No," she said, "no I really couldn't." And then, thinking back over
the years, she said amusingly, more to herself than to her
questioners: "I loved those boys...."

Bits & Pieces - June 1995
Economics Press



Learning to Get Back Up

Bringing a giraffe into the world is a tall order. A baby giraffe falls 10
feet from its mother's womb and usually lands on its back. Within
seconds it rolls over and tucks its legs under its body. From this position
it considers the world for the first time and shakes off the last vestiges
of the birthing fluid from its eyes and ears. Then the mother giraffe rudely
introduces its offspring to the reality of life.

In his book, A View from the Zoo, Gary Richmond describes how a
newborn giraffe learns its first lesson.

The mother giraffe lowers her head long enough to take a quick look.
Then she positions herself directly over her calf. She waits for about a
minute, and then she does the most unreasonable thing. She swings her
long, pendulous leg outward and kicks her baby, so that it is sent
sprawling head over heels.

When it doesn't get up, the violent process is repeated over and over
again. The struggle to rise is momentous. As the baby calf grows tired,
the mother kicks it again to stimulate its efforts. Finally, the calf
stands for the first time on its wobbly legs.

Then the mother giraffe does the most remarkable thing. She kicks it off
its feet again. Why? She wants it to remember how it got up. In the wild,
baby giraffes must be able to get up as quickly as possible to stay with
the herd, where there is safety. Lions, hyenas, leopards, and wild hunting
dogs all enjoy young giraffes, and they'd get it too, if the mother didn't
teach her calf to get up quickly and get with it.

The late Irving Stone understood this. He spent a lifetime studying
greatness, writing novelized biographies of such men as Michelangelo,
Vincent van Gogh, Sigmund Freud, and Charles Darwin.

Stone was once asked if he had found a thread that runs through the
lives of all these exceptional people. He said, "I write about people who
sometime in their life have a vision or dream of something that should be
accomplished and they go to work.

"They are beaten over the head, knocked down, vilified, and for years
they get nowhere. But every time they're knocked down they stand up.
You cannot destroy these people. And at the end of their lives they've
accomplished some modest part of what they set out to do."

Craig B. Larson
Adapted from "Illustrations for Preaching &
Teaching from Leadership Journal
Baker Books



The Road Not Taken

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,
And sorry I could not travel both
And be one traveler, long I stood
And looked down one as far as I could
To where it bent in the undergrowth;

Then took the other, as just as fair,
And having perhaps the better claim,
Because it was grassy and wanted wear;
Though as for that the passing there
Had worn them really about the same,

And both that morning equally lay
In leaves no step had trodden black.
Oh, I kept the first for another day!
Yet knowing how way leads on to way,
I doubted if I should ever come back.

I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I--
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.

- Robert Frost

Attitude Determines Attitude

I woke up early today, excited over all I get to do before the clock
strikes midnight. I have responsibilities to fulfill today. I am important.

My job is to choose what kind of day I am going to have.

Today I can complain because the weather is rainy or I can be
thankful that the grass is getting watered for free.

Today I can feel sad that I don't have more money or I can be glad
that my finances encourage me to plan my purchases wisely and
guide me away from waste.

Today I can grumble about my health or I can rejoice that I am
alive.

Today I can lament over all that my parents didn't give me when I
was growing up or I can feel grateful that they allowed me to be
born.

Today I can cry because roses have thorns or I can celebrate that



thorns have roses.

Today I can mourn my lack of friends or I can excitedly embark
upon a quest to discover new relationships.

Today I can whine because I have to go to work or I can shout for
joy because I have a job to do.

Today I can complain because I have to go to school or eagerly
open my mind and fill it with rich new tidbits of knowledge.

Today I can murmur dejectedly because I have to do housework
or I can feel honored because the Lord has provided shelter for my
mind, body and soul.

Today stretches ahead of me, waiting to be shaped. And here I
am, the sculptor who gets to do the shaping.

What today will be like is up to me. I get to choose what kind of
day I will have!

- Author Unknown

The Waste in Worry

If we were to keep a record of all the things we worried about during a
given period of time, we would discover, in reviewing them, that the
great majority of our anticipated problems or troubles never come to
pass. This means that most of the time we devote to worrying, even the
constructive kind that prompts us to try to come up with a solution to what
is troubling us, is wasted. Thus, we not only caused ourselves unnecessary
mental anguish, but also took up valuable minutes and hours that could
have been spent elsewhere.

To avoid this, it is often necessary to subject potential sources of worry
to the coldly objective and analytical light of reason. Once, sortly before
a major concert before a standing-room-only audience, a member of
Arturo Toscanini's orchestra approached the great Italian conductor with
an expression of sheer terror on his face. "Maestro," the musician
fretted, "my instrument is not working properly. I cannot reach the note of
E-flat. Whatever will I do? We are to begin in a few moments."

Toscanini looked at the man with utter amazement. Then he smiled
kindly and placed an arm around his shoulders. "My friend," the maestro
replied, "Do not worry about it. The note E-flat does not appear
anywhere in the music that you will be playing this evening."

The next time we find ourselves in the middle of worrying about some
matter, we might be wise to stop and ask ourselves what the odds are of
the problem really coming to pass. We may be able to go on to
something more constructive.



- by Brad Stevens

Nothing but the Truth!

David Casstevens of the Dallas Morning News tells a story about Frank
Szymanski, a Notre Dame center in the 1940s, who had been called as a
witness in a civil suit at South Bend.

"Are you on the Notre Dame football team this year?" the judge asked.

"Yes, Your Honor."

"What position?"

"Center, Your Honor."

"How good a center?"

Szymanski squirmed in his seat, but said firmly: "Sir, I'm the best center
Notre Dame has ever had."

Coach Frank Leahy, who was in the courtroom, was surprised. Szymanski always
had been modest and unassuming. So when the proceedings were over, he took
Szymanski aside and asked why he had made such a statement. Szymanski
blushed.

"I hated to do it, Coach," he said. "But, after all, I was under oath."

David Casstevens
"Condensed Chicken Soup for the Soul"
Editor: Jack Canfield, Mark Victor Hansen & Patty Hansen

The Legacy

When my husband, Bob, died very suddenly in January 1994, I received
condolences from people I hadn't heard from in years: letters, cards,
flowers, calls, visits. I was overwhelmed with grief, yet uplifted by this outpouring
of
love from family, friends and even mere acquaintances.

One message touched me profoundly. I received a letter from my best friend
from sixth grade through high school. We had drifted somewhat since graduation
in
1949, as she stayed in our home town and I had not. But it was the kind of
friendship that could quickly resume even if we lost touch for five or ten
years.

Her husband, Pete, had died perhaps 20 years ago at a young age, leaving her
with deep sorrow and heavy responsibilities: finding a job and raising three
young children. She and Pete, like Bob and I, had shared one of those rare,
close,



"love-of- your-life-you-can-never-forget" relationships.

In her letter she shared an anecdote about my mother (now long deceased).
She wrote, "When Pete died, your dear mother hugged me and said, 'Trudy, I
don't
know what to say . . so I'll just say I love you.'"

She closed her letter to me repeating my mother's words of so long ago,
"Bonnie, I don't know what to say . . . so I'll just say I love you."

I felt I could almost hear my mother speaking to me now. What a powerful
message of sympathy! How dear of my friend to cherish it all those years and
then pass it on to me. I love you. Perfect words. A gift. A legacy.

Bonnie J. Thomas
"A Cup of Chicken Soup for the Soul"
Editor: Jack Canfield, Mark Victor Hansen & Barry Spilchuk

Refusing to Accept Failure

Sir Edmund Hillary was the first man to climb Mount Everest. On May 29,
1953 he scaled the highest mountain then known to man-29,000 feet straight
up.
He was knighted for his efforts. He even made American Express card
commercials
because of it! However, until we read his book, High Adventure, we don't
understand that Hillary had to grow into this success. You see, in 1952 he
attempted to climb Mount Everest, but failed. A few weeks later a group in
England asked him to address its members.

Hillary walked on stage to a thunderous applause. The audience was
recognizing an attempt at greatness, but Edmund Hillary saw himself as a failure.
He moved away  from the microphone and walked to the edge of the platform. He
made a fist and pointed  at a picture of the mountain. He said in a loud voice,
"Mount Everest, you beat me the  first time, but I'll beat you the next time
because you've grown all you are going to grow... but I'm still growing!"

Brian Cavanaugh, T.O.R.
"The Sower's Seeds"

Everybody Has a Dream

Some years ago I took on an assignment in a southern county to work with
people on public welfare. What I wanted to do was show that everybody has the

capacity to be self-sufficient, and all we have to do is to activate them. I asked



the county to pick a group of people who were on public welfare, people from
different racial groups and different family constellations. I would then see them
as a
group for three hours every Friday. I also asked for a little petty cash to work
with
as I needed it.

The first thing I said after I shook hands with everybody was, "I would
like to know what your dreams are." Everyone looked at me as if I were kind of
wacky.

"Dreams? We don't have dreams." I said, "Well, when you were a kid what
happened? Wasn't there something you wanted to do?"

One woman said to me, "I don't know what you can do with dreams. The rats
are eating up my kids."

"Oh," I said.

"That's terrible. No, of course, you are very much involved with the rats
and your kids. How can that be helped?"

"Well, I could use a new screen door because there are holes in my screen
door."

I asked, "Is there anybody around here who knows how to fix a screen door?"

There was a man in the group, and he said, "A long time ago I used to do
things like that, but now I have a terribly bad back, but I'll try."

I told him I had some money if he would go to the store, buy some
screening, and go and fix the lady's screen door.

"Do you think you can do that?"

"Yes, I'll try."

The next week, when the group was seated, I said to the woman, "Well is
your screen door fixed?"

"Oh, yes," she said. "Then we can start dreaming, can't we?" She sort of
smiled at me. I said to the man who did the work,

"How do you feel?"

He said, "Well, you know, it's a very funny thing. I'm beginning to feel a
lot better." That helped the group to begin to dream. These seemingly small
successes allowed the group to see that dreams were not insane. These small
steps
began to get people to see and feel that something really could happen.

I began to ask other people about their dreams. One woman shared that she
always wanted to be a secretary. I said, "Well, what stands in your way?"
(That's
always my next question).



She said, "I have six kids, and I don't have anyone to take care of them
while I'm away."

"Let's find out," I said.

"Is there anybody in this group who would take care of six kids for a day
or two a week while this woman gets some training here at the community
college?"

One woman said, "I got kids, too, but I could do that."

"Let's do it," I said. A plan was created and the woman went to school.

Everyone found something. The man who put in the screen door became a
handyman. The woman who took in the children became a licensed foster care
person. In 12 weeks I had all these people off public welfare. I've not
only done that once, I've done it many times.

- Virginia Satir

Things to Remember

I find what I look for in people. If I look for God, I find God. If I look
for bad qualities, I find them. I, in a sense, select what I expect, and I receive it.

A life without challenges would be like going to school without lessons to
learn. Challenges come not to depress or get me down, but to master and to
grow
and to unfold thereby.

In the Father's wise and loving plan for me, no burden can fall upon me, no
emergency can arise, no grief can overtake me, before I am given the grace
and strength to meet them.

A rich, full life is not determined by outer circumstances and relationships. These
can be contributory to it, but cannot be the source. I am happy or unhappy
because of what I think and feel.

I can never lose anything that belongs to me, nor can I posses what is not
really mine.

To never run from a problem: either it will chase me or I will run into
another just like it, although it may have a different face or name.

To have no concern for tomorrow. Today is the yesterday over which I had
concern.

To never bang on a closed door: Wait for it to open and then go through it.

A person who has come into my life has come either to teach me something,
or to  learn something from me.



-  Unknown

Great Expectations

Pete Rose, the famous baseball player, and I have never met, but he taught
me something so valuable that it changed my life. Pete was being
interviewed in spring training the year he was about to break Ty Cobb's
all time hits record. One reporter blurted out, "Pete, you only need 78
hits to break the record. How many at-bats do you think you'll need to get
the 78 hits?" Without hesitation, Pete just
stared at the reporter and very matter-of-factly said, "78." The reporter
yelled back, "Ah, come on Pete, you don't expect to get 78 hits in 78
at-bats do you?"

Mr. Rose calmly shared his philosophy with the throngs of reporters who
were anxiously awaiting his reply to this seemingly boastful claim. "Every
time I step up to the plate, I expect to get a hit! If I don't expect to
get a hit, I have no right to step in the batter's box in the first
place!" "If I go up hoping to get a hit," he
continued, "then I probably don't have a prayer to get a hit. It is a
positive expectation that has gotten me all of the hits in the first
place."

When I thought about Pete Rose's philosophy and how it applied to everyday
life, I felt a little embarrassed. As a business person, I was hoping to
make my sales quotas. As a father, I was hoping to be a good dad. As a
married man, I was hoping to be a good husband.

The truth was that I was an adequate salesperson, I was not so bad of a
father, and I was an okay husband. I immediately decided that being okay
was not enough! I wanted to be a great salesperson, a great father and a
great husband. I changed my attitude to one of positive expectation, and
the results were amazing. I was fortunate enough to win a few sales trips,
I won Coach of the Year in my son's baseball league, and I share a loving
relationship with my wife, Karen, with whom I expect to be married to for
the rest of my life! Thanks, Mr. Rose!

Barry Spilchuk

The Circus

Once when I was a teenager, my father and I were standing in line to buy tickets
for the circus. Finally, there was only one family between us and the ticket
counter. This family made a big impression on me. There were eight children, all
probably under the age of 12. You could tell they didn't have a lot of money.
Their



clothes were not expensive, but they were clean. The children were
well-behaved,
all of them standing in line, two-by- two behind their parents, holding hands.
They
were excitedly jabbering about the clowns, elephants and other acts they would
see
that night. One could sense they had never been to the circus before. It
promised
to be a highlight of their young lives.

The father and mother were at the head of the pack standing proud as could be.

The mother was holding her husband's hand, looking up at him as if to say,
"You're my knight in shining armor." He was smiling and basking in pride, looking
at her as if to reply, "You got that right."

The ticket lady asked the father how many tickets he wanted. He proudly
responded, "Please let me buy eight children's tickets and two adult tickets so I
can
take my family to the circus."
The ticket lady quoted the price.

The man's wife let go of his hand, her head dropped, the man's lip began to
quiver.
The father leaned a little closer and asked, "How much did you say?"

The ticket lady again quoted the price.

The man didn't have enough money.

How was he supposed to turn and tell his eight kids that he didn't have enough
money to take them to the circus?

Seeing what was going on, my dad put his hand into his pocket, pulled out a $20
bill and dropped it on the ground. (We were not wealthy in any sense of the
word!)
My father reached down, picked up the bill, tapped the man on the shoulder and
said, "Excuse me, sir, this fell out of your pocket."

The man knew what was going on. He wasn't begging for a handout but certainly

appreciated the help in a desperate, heartbreaking, embarrassing situation. He
looked straight into my dad's eyes, took my dad's hand in both of his, squeezed
tightly onto the $20 bill, and with his lip quivering and a tear streaming down his
cheek, he replied, "Thank you, thank you, sir. This really means a lot to me and
my family."

My father and I went back to our car and drove home. We didn't go to the circus

that night, but we didn't go without.

Dan Clark
"A 2nd Helping of Chicken Soup for the Soul"
Editor: Jack Canfield and Mark Victor Hansen



September 7, 1999
A Story To Live By
By Ann Wells (Los Angeles Times)

My brother-in-law opened the bottom drawer of my sister's bureau
and lifted out a tissue-wrapped package. "This," he said, "is not a
slip. This is lingerie." He discarded the tissue and handed me the slip.
It was exquisite; silk, handmade and trimmed with a cobweb of lace. The
price tag with an astronomical figure on it was still attached. "Jan
bought this the first time we went to New York, at least 8 or 9 years ago.
She never wore it. She was saving it for a special occasion.

Well, I guess this is the occasion." He took the slip from me and put it
on the bed with the other clothes we were taking to the mortician. His
hands lingered on the soft material for a moment, then he slammed the
drawer shut and turned to me. "Don't ever save anything for a special
occasion. Every day you're alive is a special occasion."

I remembered those words through the funeral and the days that
followed when I helped him and my niece attend to all the sad chores
that follow an unexpected death. I thought about them on the plane
returning to California from the Midwestern town where my sister's
family lives. I thought about all the things that she hadn't seen or heard
or done. I thought about the things that she had done without realizing
that they were special. I'm still thinking about his words, and they've
changed my life. I'm reading more and dusting less. I'm sitting on the
deck and admiring the view without fussing about the weeds in the garden.
I'm spending more time with my family and friends and less time in
committee meetings.

Whenever possible, life should be a pattern of experience to
savour, not endure. I'm trying to recognize these moments now and cherish
them.  I'm not "saving" anything; we use our good china and crystal for
every special event such as losing a pound, getting the sink unstopped,
the first camellia blossom. I wear my good blazer to the market if I like
it. My theory is if I look prosperous, I can shell out $28.49 for one
small bag of groceries without wincing. I'm not saving my good perfume for
special parties; clerks in hardware
stores and tellers in banks have noses that function as well as my
partygoing friends. "Someday" and "one of these days" are losing their
grip on my vocabulary. If it's worth seeing or hearing or doing, I want to
see and hear and do it now.

I'm not sure what my sister would've done had she known that she
wouldn't be here for the tomorrow we all take for granted. I think
she would have called family members and a few close friends. She might
have called a few former friends to apologize and mend fences or past
squabbles. I like to think she would have gone out for a Chinese dinner,
her favorite food. I'm guessing - I'll never know. It's those little
things left undone that would make me angry if I knew that my hours were
limited. Angry because I put off seeing good friends whom I was going to
get in touch with - someday. Angry because I hadn't written certain



letters that I intended to
write - one of these days. Angry and sorry that I didn't tell my husband
and daughter often enough how much I truly love them. I'm trying very hard
not to put off, hold back, or save anything
that would add laughter and luster to our lives. And every morning when I
open my eyes, I tell myself that it is special. Every day, every minute,
every breath truly is... a gift from God.

The Echo of Life

A son and his father were walking on the mountains.
Suddenly, the son falls, hurts himself and screams:
"AAAhhhhhhhhhhh!!!"
To his surprise, he hears the voice repeating,
somewhere in the mountain: "AAAhhhhhhhhhhh!!!"
Curious, he yells: "Who are you?"
He receives the answer: "Who are you?"
Angered at the response, he screams: "Coward!"
He receives the answer: "Coward!"
He looks to his father and asks: "What's going on?"
The father smiles and says: "My son, pay attention."
And then he screams to the mountain: "I admire you!"
The voice answers: "I admire you!"
Again the man screams: "You are a champion!"
The voice answers: "You are a champion!"
The boy is surprised, but does not understand.
Then the father explains: "People call this ECHO,
but really this is LIFE.
It gives you back everything you say or do.
Our life is simply a reflection of our actions.
If you want more love in the world, create more love in your heart.
If you want more competence in your team, improve your
competence.
This relationship applies to everything, in all aspects of life;
Life will give you back everything you have given to it.
YOUR LIFE IS NOT A COINCIDENCE. IT'S A REFLECTION OF
YOU!

- Author Unknown

CHOOSE HOW YOU START YOUR DAY

Michael is the kind of guy you love to hate. He is always in a good
mood and always has something positive to say. When someone would ask him
how he was doing, he would reply, If I were any better, I would be twins!



He was a natural motivator. If an employee was having a bad day,
Michael was there telling the employee how to look on the positive side of
the situation.

Seeing this style really made me curious, so one day I went up to
Michael and asked him, I don't get it! You can't be a positive person all
of the time. How do you do it?

Michael replied, Each morning I wake up and say to myself, Mike, you
have two choices today. You can choose to be in a good mood or you can
choose to be in a bad mood. I choose to be in a good mood.

Each time something bad happens, I can choose to be a victim or I
can choose to learn from it. I choose to learn from it.

Every time someone comes to me complaining, I can choose to accept
their complaining or I can point out the positive side of life.
I choose the positive side of life.

Yeah, right, it isn't that easy, I protested. Yes, it is, Michael
said. Life is all about choices. When you cut away all the junk, every
situation is a choice. You choose how you react to situations. You choose
how people will affect your mood. You choose to be in a good mood or bad
mood.

The bottom line is: It's your choice how you live life.

I reflected on what Michael said. Soon thereafter, I left the tower
industry to start my own business. We lost touch, but I often thought
about him when I made a choice about life instead of reacting to it.

Several years later, I heard that Michael was involved in a serious
accident, falling some 60 feet from a communications tower. After 18 hours
of surgery and weeks of intensive care, Michael was released from the
hospital with rods placed in his back.

I saw Michael about six months after the accident. When I asked him
how he was, he replied. If I were any better, I'd be twins. Wanna see my
scars? I declined to see his wounds, but did ask him what had gone through
his mind as the accident took place.

The first thing that went through my mind was the well being of my
soon to be born daughter, Michael replied. Then, as I lay on the ground, I
remembered that I had two choices: I could choose to live or I could
choose to die. I chose to live.

Weren't you scared? Did you lose consciousness I asked? Michael
continued, ..the paramedics were great. They kept telling me I was going
to be fine. But when they wheeled me into the ER and I saw the expressions
on the face of the doctors and nurses, I got really scared. In their eyes,
I read 'he's a dead man. I knew I needed to take action. What did you do I
asked?

Well, there was a big burly nurse shouting questions at me, said
Michael. She asked if I was allergic to anything. 'Yes, I replied. The



doctors and nurses stopped working as they waited for my reply. I took a
deep breath and yelled, Gravity. Over their laughter, I told them, 'I am
choosing to live. Operate on me as if I am alive, not dead.'

Michael lived, thanks to the skill of his doctors, but also because
of his amazing attitude. I learned from him that every day we have the
choice to live fully. Attitude, after all, is everything.

You have two choices now:
1. Delete this.
2. Forward it to the people you care about.

I hope you will choose #2. I did.

● Unknown

The Optimist

There is a story of identical twins.  One was a hope-filled optimist.  “Everything is
coming up roses!”  The other was a said and hopeless pessimist.  He thought that
Murphy, as in Murphy’s Law, was an optimist.  The worried parents of the boys
brought them to the local psychologist.

He suggested to the parents a plan to balance the twins’ personalities.  “On their
next birthday, put them in separate rooms to open their gifts.  Give the pessimist
the best toys you can afford, and give the optimist a box of manure”.  The
parents followed these instructions and carefully observed the results.

When they peeked in on the pessimist, they heard him audibly complaining, “I
don’t like the color of this computer…I’ll bet this calculator will break…I don’t like
this game…I know someone who’s got a bigger toy car than this…”

Tiptoeing across the corridor, the parents peeked in and saw their little optimist
gleefully throwing the manure up in the air.  He was giggling.  “You can’t fool me!
Where there’s this much manure, there’s gotta be a pony!”

- Author Unknown

There Is Greatness All Around You - Use It

There are many people who could be Olympic champions, All-Americans who have
never tried. I’d estimate five million people could have beaten me in the pole vault
the years I won it, at least five million. Men who were stronger, bigger and faster
than I was, could have done it, but they never picked up a pole, never made the
feeble effort to pick their legs off the ground to try to get over the bar.
Greatness is all around us. It’s easy to be great because great people will help
you. What is fantastic about all the conventions I go to is that the greatest in the
business will come and share their ideas, their methods and their techniques with



everyone else. I have seen the greatest salesmen open up and show young
salesmen exactly how they did it. They don’t hold back. I have also found it true
in the world of sports.
I’ll never forget the time I was trying to break Dutch Warmer Dam’s record. I was
about a foot below his record, so I called him on the phone. I said, "Dutch, can
you help me? I seem to have leveled off. I can’t get any higher."
He said, "Sure, Bob, come on up to visit me and I’ll give you all I got." I spent
three days with the master, the greatest pole vaulter in the world. For three
days, Dutch gave me everything that he’d seen. There were things that I was
doing wrong and he corrected them. To make a long story short, I went up eight
inches. That great guy gave me the best that he had. I’ve found that sports
champions and heroes willingly do this just to help you become great, too.

John Wooden, the great UCLA basketball coach, has a philosophy that every day
he is supposed to help someone who can never reciprocate. That’s his obligation.

When in college working on his masters thesis on scouting and defensive football,
George Allen wrote up a 30-page survey and sent it out to the great coaches in
the country. Eighty-five percent answered it completely.
Great people will share, which is what made George Allen one of the greatest
football coaches in the world. Great people will tell you their secrets. Look for
them, call them on the phone or buy their books. Go where they are, get around
them, talk to them. It is easy to be great when you get around great people.

By Bob Richards
Olympic Athlete

..

Harvard

A lady in a faded gingham dress and her husband, dressed in a homespun
thread bare suit, stepped off the train in Boston, and walked timidly
without an appointment into the president of Harvard's outer office.
The secretary could tell in a moment that such backwoods country folks had
no business at Harvard and probably didn't even deserve to be in
Cambrigde. She frowned. "We want to see the president, "the man said
softly. "He'll be busy all day," the secretary snapped. "We'll wait," the
lady replied.

For hours, the secretary ignored them, hoping that the couple would
finally become discouraged and go away. They didn't. And the secretary
grew frustrated and finally decided to disturb the president, even though
it was a chore she always regretted to do.
"Maybe if they just see you for a few minutes, they'll leave, "she told
him. He sighed in exasperation and nodded. Someone of his importance
obviously didn't have the time to spend with them, but he detested gingham
and homespun suits cluttering his office.

The president, stern-faced with dignity, strutted toward the couple. The
lady told him, "We had a son that attended Harvard for one year. He loved
Harvard, and was very happy here. But about a year ago, he was



accidentally killed. And my husband and I would like to erect a memorial
to him somewhere on campus. "The president wasn't touched, he was shocked.
"Madam," he said gruffly, "we can't put up a statue for every person who
attended Harvard and died. If we did, this place would look like a
cemetery."

"Oh, no" the lady explained quickly, "we don't want to erect a statue. We
thought we would give a building to Harvard." The president rolled his
eyes. He glanced at the gingham dress and homespun suit, then exclaimed,
"A building!! Do you have any earthly idea how much a building costs? We
have over seven and a half million dollars in the physical plant at
Harvard!!"

For a moment the lady was silent. The president was pleased. He could get
rid of them now. The lady turned to her husband and said quietly, "Is that
all it costs to start a university? Why don't we just start our own?" Her
husband nodded. The president's face wilted in confusion and bewilderment.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Stanford walked away, traveling to Palo Alto, CA where
they established the University that bears their name...a memorial to a
son that Harvard no longer cared about.

"You can easily judge the character of others by how they treat those who
can do nothing for them or to them."

- Malcolm Forbes

BE THANKFUL

Be thankful that you don't already have everything you desire.
If you did, what would there be to look forward to?

Be thankful when you don't know something,
for it gives you the opportunity to learn.

Be thankful for the difficult times.
During those times you grow.

Be thankful for your limitations,
because they give you opportunities for improvement.

Be thankful for each new challenge,
because it will build your strength and character.

Be thankful for your mistakes.
They will teach you valuable lessons.

Be thankful when you're tired and weary,
because it means you've made a difference.



It's easy to be thankful for the good things.
A life of rich fulfillment comes to those who
are also thankful for the setbacks.

Gratitude can turn a negative into a positive.
Find a way to be thankful for your troubles,
and they can become your blessings.

- Unknown

THE UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE

Two sailors ran into each other in a pub. Over a few beers,
one of the men told the other about his last voyage:
"After a month at sea," he said, "we discovered our masts
had been eaten through by termites! Almost nothing left of
them."

"That's terrible," said the second sailor.

"That's what I thought at first too," the first sailor said,
"but it turned out to be good luck. As soon as we took the
sails down to fix the masts, we were hit by a squall so
suddenly and so hard, it would surely have blown us over if
our sails were up at the time."

"How lucky!"

"That's exactly what I thought at the time, too. But because
our sails were down, we couldn't steer ourselves, and because
of the wind, we were blown onto a reef. The hole in the hull
was too big to fix. We were stranded."

"That is bad luck indeed."

"That's what I thought, too, when it first happened. But we
all made it to the beach alive and had plenty to eat. But now
here's the real kicker: While we were on the island whining
about our terrible fate, we discovered a buried treasure!"

As this story illustrates, you don't know if an event is "good"
or "bad" except maybe in retrospect, and even then you don't
really know because life keeps going. The story's not over yet.
Just because something hasn't turned out to be an advantage yet
doesn't mean it is not ever going to.

Therefore, you can simply assume whatever happens is "good."
I know that sounds awfully airy-fairy, but it's very practical.
If you think an event is good, it's easy to maintain a positive
attitude. And your attitude affects your health, it affects
the way people treat you and how you treat others, and it affects
your energy level. And those can help pave the way for things
to turn out well. A good attitude is a good thing. And a bad
attitude does you no good at all.



So get in the habit of saying "That's good!" Since you don't
know for sure whether something will eventually work to your
advantage or not, you might as well assume it will. It is
counterproductive to assume otherwise. Think about it.
If someone ahead of you in line at a store is slowing everything
down, say to yourself, "That's good!" They may have saved you
from getting into an accident when you get back in your car.
Or maybe, because you slowed down, you might meet a friend you
would have missed. You never know.

The truth is, life is uncertain. And even that can work to
your advantage.

Adam Khan
From his book "Self-Help Stuff That Works"

THIEF!

I remember as a small child when we would have these gatherings
with either family or friends. Invariably someone would come
up and mention my "cuteness" and ask, "What are you going to be
when you grow up?"

Well, it started out being a cowboy or some super hero. Later
it was fireman, policeman, lawyer... As I grew older my dreams
of the future changed. When, at last, I was in college, I was
asked, "What will you major in?" Another question designed to
find out what I would be when I "grew up."

By then I had my heart set on becoming a preacher as my father
before me. So I studied and prepared for that life. I reached
success in that endeavor. I was preaching nearly full-time for
much of my adult life. Physical disability keeps me from plying
my trade full-time anymore, but I still am called upon to preach
here and there. I am content that I could realize my dream and
perhaps have a positive influence on someone's life. My kids
are now reaching their dreams and it thrills me to watch them
achieve their goals.

However, for many, there is a "thief" which goes around stealing
our dreams and robbing us of the necessary mental state to attain
our goals.

Sometimes, the thief will come as a parent, a relative, a friend
or a co-worker, but the greatest thief is, so many times, just
ourselves.

We find ourselves just about reaching the pinnacle, and this
"small" voice inside says, "You'll never make it." "You can't
possibly do this." "Very few have ever done this successfully."
And on and on the "small" voice predicts some kind of
failure. Failure, though, is exactly how dreams are realized.



It is one of the most important tools we have, because it teaches
us invaluable lessons. And, when we learn these lessons well, we
are poised and ready for success, which is probably just around
the corner.

The message I always gave my children was, you are capable of
doing anything your heart desires. You are smart enough,
good-looking enough, strong enough, and worthy of reaching the
stars. The human spirit is indomitable. Remember the saying,
"If you can conceive it, and your heart can believe it, you can
achieve it."

There are no "overnight" successes, but with perseverance, it
will come. Imagine yourself in the life you dream of living.
Then in your heart, believe it will happen for you, as it has
for others. Then work, work, work, work. You get the picture.

So, be true to your dream, and don't let anyone steal it from
you -- especially yourself. You can do anything your heart
desires, so don't give up or give in. Let the dream in you live.

Larry Harp

Sioux Indian Story

"My grandfather took me to the fish pond on the farm
when I was about seven, and he told me to throw a
stone into the water. He told me to watch the circles
created by the stone.Then he asked me to think of
myself as that stone person.

"You may create lots of splashes in your life but the
waves that come from those splashes will disturb the
peace of all your fellow creatures," he said.

"Remember that you are responsible for what you put
in your circle and that circle will also touch many other
circles. You will need to live in a way that allows the
good that comes from your circle to send the peace of
that goodness to others. The splash that comes from
anger or jealousy will send those feelings to other circles.
You are responsible for both."

That was the first time I realized each person creates
the inner peace or discord that flows out into the world.
We cannot create world peace if we are riddled with
inner conflict, hatred, doubt, or anger. We radiate the
feelings and thoughts that we hold inside, whether we
speak them or not. Whatever is splashing around inside
of us is spilling out into the world, creating beauty or
discord with all other circles of life.

- Unknown



Red Marbles

During the waning years of the depression
in a small southeastern Idaho community,
I used to stop by Brother Miller's roadside stand for
farm-fresh produce as the season made it available.

Food and money were still extremely scarce and bartering was used,
extensively. One particular day Brother Miller was bagging some early
potatoes for me.

I noticed a small boy, delicate of bone and feature, ragged but clean,
hungrily appraising a basket of freshly picked green peas.
I paid for my potatoes but was also drawn to the display of fresh green
peas.

I am a pushover for creamed peas and new potatoes.
Pondering the peas I couldn't help overhearing the conversation
between Brother Miller and the ragged boy next to me.
"Hello Barry, how are you today?"
"H'lo, Mr. Miller. Fine, thank ya. Jus' admirin' them peas......
sure look good."
"They are good, Barry. How's your Ma?"
"Fine. Gittin' stronger alla'time."
"Good. Anything I can help you with "
"No, Sir. Jus' admirin' them peas."
"Would you like to take some home?"
"No, Sir. Got nuthin' to pay for 'em with."
"Well, what have you to trade me for some of those peas?"
"All I got's my prize aggie ? best taw around here."
"Is that right? Let me see it."
"Here 'tis. She's a dandy."
"I can see that. Hmmmm, only thing is this one is blue and I sort of go
for red.

Do you have a red one like this at home?"
"Not 'zackley . . . but, almost."
"Tell you what. Take this sack of peas home with you and
next trip this way let me look at that red taw."
"Sure will. Thanks, Mr. Miller."

Mrs. Miller, who had been standing nearby, came over to help me.
With a smile she said: "There are two other boys like him in our
community; all three are in very poor circumstances.
Jim just loves to bargain with them for peas, apples, tomatoes or
whatever.
When they come back with their red marbles, and they always do,
he decides he doesn't like red after all and
he sends them home with a bag of produce for a green marble
or an orange one, perhaps."

I left the stand, smiling to myself, impressed with this man.
A short time later I moved to Utah but I never forgot the story of



this man, the boys and their bartering.

Several years went by each more rapid than the previous one.
Just recently I had occasion to visit some old friends in that Idaho
community and while I was there learned that Brother Miller had died.
They were having his viewing that evening and knowing my friends wanted to
go, I agreed to accompany them.

Upon our arrival at the mortuary we fell into line to meet the relatives
of the deceased and to offer whatever words of comfort we could. Ahead of
us in line were three young men.
One was in an Army uniform and the other two wore
short haircuts, dark suits and white shirts,
obviously potential or returned missionaries.

They approached Mrs. Miller, standing smiling and composed,
by her husband's casket. Each of the young men hugged her, kissed
her on the cheek, spoke briefly with her and moved on to the casket.

Her misty light blue eyes followed them as, one by one,
each young man stopped briefly and placed his
own warm hand over the cold pale hand in the casket.
Each left the mortuary, awkwardly, wiping his eyes.

Our turn came to meet Mrs. Miller.
I told her who I was and mentioned the story she had told me about the
marbles. Eyes glistening she took my hand and led me to the casket.
"This is an amazing coincidence," she said. "Those three young men,
that just left, were the boys I told you about. They just told me
how they appreciated the things Jim "traded" them.

Now, at last, when Jim could not change his mind about color or
size... they came to pay their debt. We've never had a great deal
of the wealth of this world," she confided, "but, right now,
Jim would consider himself the richest man in Idaho."

With loving gentleness she lifted the lifeless fingers of her deceased
husband. Resting underneath were three, magnificently shiny, red
marbles.

Back to Top

THE BEST INTERVIEW

Yesterday is a day that I won't forget for a long time.
My 9-year-old daughter had told me yesterday morning that one of her
year-younger friends (third grade) wanted to interview me for a school
assignment. Wow! A third-grader wants to interview me! I was thrilled.
All during the day, I was anticipating questions and how I would
respond. "How did you become CyberSis?" I could hear her ask. "How many



hours do you work on the column?" was another obvious question. "How many
readers do you have?" might pop in there as a candidate.
I prepared to field most questions she could throw at me with
responses that would be comprehended by 8-year-old children. Nothing too
complicated. Nothing too condescending. A tough job, if you really think
about it.

While shopping at a fresh produce stand, I imagined all the similes
and metaphors I could use (for comedic effect) using fruit. "What do you
think of your work?", answered with "It's a peach"! "How do you think
people see you?", to be followed with "I'm a watermelon -- hard on the
outside, but soft at the center." All day long, the muted excitement built.

I even changed clothes, just to appear "fresher" for the interview.
When I went to the bus stop, I was primed!
Upon returning home, I offered the girls after school refreshments.
Anxious to begin, I asked Kayla where she would like to hold the interview.

She said, "Oh, it's okay. I don't need to interview you. I found
somebody else."

Crestfallen (to say the very least) I replied, "Oh, really? Who did
you get to interview?" trying to mentally size up the competition.
She said, "Oh, just my mother's boss's mother."
"Really?" was my catchy comeback. "And what type of work does SHE do?"
"I don't think she works. She's in a rest home."
Not seeing any relationship between the targeted interview subjects, I
asked, "Why did you happen to chose her?"
"I had to interview somebody REALLY old, around 50, who could tell me
about life in the 1960's. She LOOKS a LOT older than you do!" she casually
commented, munching on carrot sticks.

And that was the best interview I never had..

- P. L. Sweeney

I TRIED TO CLIMB THE MOUNTAIN TODAY.

I tried to climb the mountain today. As I inched my way
up the path, I felt overwhelmed, so I had to turn back.

I tried to climb the mountain today. On my journey, darkness
started to fall, and I was full of fear, so I had to return to
a safe place.

I was ready to climb the mountain today. But it
was so hot outside, I thought I better stay in my nice
air-conditioned house and rest up for tomorrow's attempt.

I was about to climb the mountain today. But I had so many
other things to do, so instead of climbing the mountain I
took care of much more important tasks. I washed my car,



mowed the grass and watched the big game. Today the mountain
will just have to wait.

I was going to climb the mountain today. But as I stared at
the mountain in it's majestic beauty, I knew I stood no chance
of making it to the top, so I figured why even bother trying.

I have forgotten about climbing the mountain today; until a
friend came by and asked me what I was up to lately. I told
him I was thinking about climbing that mountain some day.
I went on and on about how I was going to accomplish this
task.

Finally, he said, "I just got back from climbing the mountain.
For the longest time I told myself I was trying to climb the
mountain but never made any progress. I almost let the dream
of making it to the top die. I came up with every excuse of
why I could not make it up the mountain, but never once did
I give myself a reason why I could. One day as I stared at
the mountain and pondered, I realized that if I didn't make
an attempt at this dream all my dreams will eventually die."

"The next morning, I started my climb." He continued, "It was
not easy, and at times I wanted to quit. But no matter what I
faced, I placed one foot in front of the other, keeping a
steady pace. When the wind tried to blow me over the edge,
I kept walking. When the voices inside my head screamed
"stop!" I focused on my goal never letting it out of sight,
and I kept moving forward. At times, I was ready to quit, but
I knew I had come too far. Time and time again, I reassured
myself that I was going to finish this journey. I struggled
to make it to the top, but I climbed the mountain!"

"I have to be going," my friend said. "Tomorrow is a new day to
accomplish more dreams. By the way, what are you going to do
tomorrow?"

I looked at him, with intensity and confidence in my eyes, and
said, "I have a mountain to climb."

- Gary Barnes

BIG ROCKS

One day an expert in time management was speaking to a group of
business students and to drive home a point, used an illustration those
students will never forget.

As he stood in front of the group of high-powered overachievers
he said, "Okay, time for a quiz," and he pulled out a one gallon



wide mouth mason jar and set it on the table in front of him.
He also produced about a dozen fist-sized rocks and carefully placed
them, one at a time, into the jar. When the jar was filled to the top
and no more rocks would fit inside, he asked, "Is this jar full?"

Everyone in the class yelled, "Yes." The time management expert
replied,"Really?" He reached under the table and pulled out a bucket of
gravel. He dumped some of the gravel in and shook the jar causing the
pieces of gravel to work themselves down into the spaces between the big
rocks. He then asked the class once more if the jar was full.

By this time the class was on to him and said "Probably not."

"Good" he replied. He reached under the table and brought out a bucket
of sand and started dumping it into the jar. The sand went into all of
the spaces left between the rocks and the gravel. Once more he asked if
the jar was full.

"NO!" the class shouted. Once again he said "Good" and grabbed a pitcher
of water and began to pour it into the jar until the jar was filled to
the brim.

Then he looked around the room and asked, "What is the point of
this illustration?"

One eager beaver raised his hand and said, "The point is that no matter
how full your schedule is, if you try really hard you can always fit
some more in."

"NO," the speaker replied, "that's not the point. The truth is that this
illustration teaches us that if you don't put the 'big rocks' in first,
you'll never get them in at all."

What are the 'big rocks' in your life? Time with our loved ones, your
faith, your education, your dreams, a worthy cause, teaching or
mentoring others. Remember to put these BIG ROCKS in first, or you'll
never get them in at all. So, tonight, or in the morning, when you are
reflecting on this short story, ask yourself this question: What are the
BIG ROCKS in my life?

Then, put those in your jar first."

The Choice

A woman came out of her house and saw three old men with long white
beards sitting in her front yard. She did not recognize them. She said,
"I don't think I know you, but you must be hungry. Please come in and have
something to eat."

"Is the man of the house home?" they asked.



"No," she said, "he's out."
"Then we cannot come in," they replied.

In the evening when her husband came home, she told him what had
happened.

"Go tell them I am home and invite them in!" The woman went out and
invited the men in.
"We do not go into a house together," they replied.
"Why is that?" she wanted to know.
One of the old men explained, "His name is Wealth," said pointing to one
of his friends, and said, pointing to another one, "He is Success, and I
am Love." Then he added, "Now go in and discuss with your husband which one
of us you want in your home."

The woman went in and told her husband what was said. Her husband was
overjoyed.
"How nice!" he said. "since that is the case, let us invite Wealth. Let
him come in and fill our home with wealth!"
His wife disagreed. "My dear, why don't we invite Success?"
Their daughter-in-law was listening from another corner of the house.
She jumped in with her own suggestion: "Would it not be better to invite Love?
Our home will then be filled with love!"
"Let us heed our daughter-in-law's advice," said the husband to his wife."
Go out and invite Love to be our guest."
The woman went out and asked the three old men, "Which one of you is
Love? Please come in and be our guest."
Love got up and started walking toward the house. The other two also got
up and followed him. Surprised, the woman asked Wealth and Success: "I only
invited Love, why are you coming in?"
The old men replied together: " If you had invited Wealth or Success,
the other two of us would have stayed out, but since you invited Love,
wherever he goes, we go with him. Wherever there is Love, there is
Wealth and Success!!!"

"Where there is pain, we wish you peace and mercy. Where there is
self-doubting, we wish you a renewed confidence in your ability to work
through it. Where there is tiredness, or exhaustion, we wish you understanding,
patience, and renewed strength. Where there is fear, we wish you love,
and courage."

Peace to all.

- Unknown

Failure is Success

To weight lifters, failure is success. Unless they lift a
weight to the point of "failure," their muscles aren't
growing. So they have programmed themselves, through



repetition, to use the word "failure" in a positive sense.

They also call what we would call "pain" something positive:
"the burn." Getting to "the burn" is the goal! You'll hear
bodybuilders call out to each other: "Roast 'em!" By
changing the language, they acquire access to inner power
through the use of the human will.

Language leads to power. To optimize your levels of
inspiration and motivation, be conscious of the creative
potential of the language you use on a daily basis.

- Steve Chandler, in "100 Ways to Motivate Yourself"
(adapted)

THE GIFT FROM GOD

It was a warm summer day when God placed it in her
hands. She trembled with emotion as she saw how fragile it
appeared. This was a very special gift that God was
entrusting to her. A gift that would one day belong to the
world. Until then, He instructed her, she was to be its
guardian and protector. The woman said she understood and
reverently took it home, determined to live up to the faith
God had placed in her.

At first she barely let it out of her sight, protecting
it from anything she perceived to be harmful to its well-
being; watching with fear in her heart when it was exposed
to the environment outside of the sheltered cocoon she had
formed around it. But the woman began to realize that she
could not shelter it forever. It needed to learn to survive
the harsh elements in order to grow strong. So with gentle
care she gave it more space to grow...enough to allow it to
grow wild and untamed.

One day she became aware of how much the gift had
changed. It no longer had a look of vulnerability about it.
Now it seemed to glow with strength and steadiness, almost
as if it were developing a power within. Month after month
she watched as it became stronger and more powerful, and the
woman remembered her promise. She knew deep within her heart
that her time with the gift was nearing an end.

The inevitable day arrived when God came to take
the gift and present it to the world. The woman felt a deep
sadness, for she would miss its constant presence in her
life. With heartfelt gratitude she thanked God for
allowing her the privilege of watching over the precious
gift for so many years. Straightening her shoulders, she
stood proud, knowing that it was, indeed, a very special



gift. One that would add to the beauty and essence of the
world around it. And the mother let her child go.

Renee R. Vroman

John Powell, A Professor at Loyola University in Chicago writes about a
student in his Theology of Faith class named Tommy:

Some twelve years ago, I stood watching my university students file into
the classroom for our first session in the Theology of Faith. That was the
first day I first saw Tommy. My eyes and my mind both blinked. He was
combing his long flaxen hair, which hung six inches below his shoulders.
It was the first time I had ever seen a boy with hair that long. I guess it
was just coming into fashion then. I know in my mind that it isn't what's on
your head but what's in it that counts; but on that day I was unprepared and
my emotions flipped.
I immediately filed Tommy under "S" for strange. Very strange.
Tommy turned out to be the "atheist in residence" in my Theology of Faith
course. He constantly objected to, smirked at, or whined about the
possibility
of an unconditionally loving Father-God.
We lived with each other in relative peace for one semester, although I
admit he was for me at times a serious pain in the back pew. When he came
up at the end of the course to turn in his final exam, he asked in a slightly
cynical tone: "Do you think I'll ever find God?"
I decided instantly on a little shock therapy. "No!" I said very
emphatically.
"Oh," he responded, "I thought that was the product you were pushing."
I let him get five steps from the classroom door and then called out:
"I am absolutely certain that he will find you!"
He shrugged a little and left my class and my life. I felt slightly
disappointed at the thought that he had missed my clever line: "He will find
you!" At least I thought
it was clever.
Later I heard that Tommy had graduated and I was duly grateful. Then a
sad
report, I heard that Tommy had terminal cancer. Before I could search him
out, he came to see me. When he walked into my office, his body was very
badly wasted, and the long hair had all fallen out as a result of
chemotherapy. But his eyes were
bright and his voice was firm, for the first time . . . I believe.
"Tommy, I've thought about you so often. I hear you are sick!" I blurted
out.
"Oh, yes, very sick. I have cancer in both lungs. It's a matter of
weeks."
"Can you talk about it, Tom?"
"Sure, what would you like to know?"
"What's it like to be only twenty-four and dying?"
"We'll, it could be worse."
"Like what?"
"Well, like being fifty and having no values or ideals, like being fifty
and thinking that booze, seducing women, and making money are the real
'biggies' in life."
I began to look through my mental file cabinet under "S" where I had



filed Tommy as strange. (It seems as though everybody I try to reject by
classification God sends back into my life to educate me.)
"But what I really came to see you about," Tom said, " is something you
said to me on the last day of class."
(He remembered!)
He continued, "I asked you if you thought I would ever find God and you
said, 'No!' which surprised me. Then you said, 'But he will find you.' I
thought about that a lot, even though my search for God was hardly intense at
that time.
(My "clever" line. He thought about that a lot!)
"But when the doctors removed a lump and told me that it was malignant,
then
I got serious about locating God. And when the malignancy spread into my
vital organs, I really began banging bloody fists against the bronze doors of
heaven.
But God did not come out. In fact, nothing happened. Did you ever try
anything for a long time with great effort and with no success? You get
psychologically glutted, fed up with trying. And then you quit. Well, one
day I woke up, and instead of throwing a few more futile appeals over that
high brick wall to a God who may be or may not be there I just quit. I
decided that I didn't really care . . . about God, about an afterlife, or
anything like that. "I decided to spend what time I had left doing something
more profitable. I thought about you and your class and I remembered
something else you had said: The essential sadness is to go through life
without loving. But it would be almost equally sad to go through life and
leave this world without ever telling those you loved that you had loved
them.' "So I began with the hardest one: my Dad. He was reading the
newspaper when I approached him."
"Dad". . .
"Yes, what?" he asked without lowering the newspaper.
"Dad, I would like to talk with you."
"Well, talk."
"I mean. . . . It's really important."
The newspaper came down three slow inches. "What is it?"
"Dad, I love you. I just wanted you to know that."
Tom smiled at me and said with obvious satisfaction, as though he felt a
warm and secret joy flowing inside of him: "The newspaper fluttered to the
floor. Then my
father did two things I could never remember him ever doing before. He cried
and he hugged me. And we talked all night, even though he had to go to work
the next morning. It felt so good to be close to my father, to see his
tears, to feel his hug, to hear him say that he loved me.
"It was easier with my mother and little brother. They cried with me,
too, and we hugged each other, and started saying real nice things to each
other. We shared the things we had been keeping secret for so many years. I
was only sorry about one thing: that I had waited so long. Here I was just
beginning to open up to all the people I had actually been close to.
"Then, one day I turned around and God was there. He didn't come to me
when I pleaded with him. I guess I was like an animal trainer holding out a
hoop, 'C'mon, jump through. 'C'mon, I'll give you three days . . . three
weeks.' Apparently God does things in his own way and at his own hour. "But
the important thing is that he was there. He found me. You were right. He
found me even after I stopped looking for him."
"Tommy," I practically gasped, "I think you are saying something very
important and much more universal than you realize. To me, at least, you are
saying that the surest way to find God is not to make him a private



possession, a problem solver,
or an instant consolation in time of need, but rather by opening to love.
You know,
the Apostle John said that. He said God is love, and anyone who lives in love
is living with God and God is living in him.'
"Tom, could I ask you a favor? You know, when I had you in class you
were a real pain. But (laughingly) you can make it all up to me now. Would
you come into my present Theology of Faith course and tell them what you have

just told me? If I told them the same thing it wouldn't be half as effective
as if you were to tell them."
"Oooh . . . I was ready for you, but I don't know if I'm ready for your
class."
"Tom, think about it. If and when you are ready, give me a call."
In a few days Tommy called, said he was ready for the class, that he
wanted to do that for God and for me. So we scheduled a date.
However, he never made it. He had another appointment, far more
important than the one with me and my class. Of course, his life was not
really ended by his death, only changed. He made the great step from faith
into vision. He found a life far more beautiful than the eye of man has ever
seen or the ear of man has ever heard or the mind of man has ever imagined.
Before he died, we talked one last time. "I'm not going to make it to
your class," he said.
"I know, Tom."
"Will you tell them for me? Will you . . . tell the whole world for me?"
"I will, Tom. I'll tell them. I'll do my best."
So, to all of you who have been kind enough to hear this simple statement
about love, thank you for listening. And to you, Tommy, somewhere in the
sunlit, verdant hills of heaven:
"I told them, Tommy . . . as best I could."

INFORMATION PLEASE

When I was quite young, my father had one of the first telephones in our
neighborhood. I remember well the polished old case fastened to the wall.
The shiny receiver hung on the side of the box.
I was too little to reach the telephone, but used to listen with
fascination when my mother talked to it. Then I discovered that somewhere
inside the wonderful device lived an amazing person--her name was
"Information, Please" and there was nothing she did not know.
"Information, Please" could supply anybody's number and the correct time.

My first personal experience with this genie-in the-bottle came one day
while my mother was visiting a neighbor. Amusing myself at the tool bench
in the basement, I whacked my finger with a hammer. The pain was terrible
but there didn't seem to be any reason in crying because there was no one
home to give sympathy.
I walked around the house sucking my throbbing finger, finally arriving at
the stairway. The telephone! Quickly, I ran for the footstool in the
parlor and dragged it to the landing. Climbing up, I unhooked the receiver
in the parlor and held it to my ear. "Information, Please," I said into
the mouthpiece just above my head.
A click or two and a small clear voice spoke into my ear, "Information."



"I hurt my finger," I wailed into the phone. The tears came readily
enough now that I had an audience.
"Isn't your mother home?" came the question.
"Nobody's home but me." I blubbered.
"Are you bleeding?" the voice asked.
"No," I replied. "I hit my finger with the hammer and it hurts."
"Can you open your icebox?" she asked.
I said I could. "Then chip off a little piece of ice and hold it to your
finger," said the voice. After that, I called "Information, Please" for
everything. I asked her for help with my geography and she told me where
Philadelphia was. She helped me with my math. She told me my pet chipmunk,
that I had caught in the park just the day before, would eat fruit and
nuts.

Then, there was the time Petey, our pet canary died. I called
"Information, Please" and told her the sad story. She listened, then said
the usual things grown-ups say to soothe a child, but I was inconsolable.
I asked her, "Why is it that birds should sing so beautifully and bring
joy to all families, only to end up as a heap of feathers on the bottom of
a cage?"
She must have sensed my deep concern, for she said quietly, "Paul, always
remember that there are other worlds to sing in."
Somehow I felt better.

Another day I was on the telephone. "Information, Please."
"Information," said the now familiar voice.
"How do you spell fix?" I asked.
All this took place in a small town in the Pacific Northwest. When I was
nine years old, we moved across the country to Boston. I missed my friend
very much. "Information, Please" belonged in that old wooden box back
home, and I somehow never thought of trying the tall, shiny new phone that
sat on the table in the hall.
As I grew into my teens, the memories of those childhood conversations
never really left me. Often, in moments of doubt and perplexity I would
recall the serene sense of security I had then. I appreciated now how
patient, understanding, and kind she was to have spent her time on a
little boy.

A few years later, on my way west to college, my plane put down in
Seattle. I had about half an hour or so between planes. I spent 15 minutes
on the phone with my sister, who lived there now. Then without thinking
what I was doing, I dialed my hometown operator and said, "Information,
Please." Miraculously, I heard the small, clear voice I knew so well,
"Information." I hadn't planned this but I heard myself saying, "Could you
please tell me how to spell fix?"
There was a long pause. Then came the soft-spoken answer, "I guess
your finger must have healed by now." I laughed. "So it's really still
you," I said. "I wonder if you have any idea how much you meant to me
during that time?" "I wonder," she said, "if you know how much your calls
meant to me? I never had any children, and I used to look forward to your
calls." I told her how often I had thought of her over the years and I
asked if I could call her again when I came back to visit my sister.
"Please do," she said. "Just ask for Sally."
Three months later I was back in Seattle. A different voice answered,
"Information."
I asked for Sally. "Are you a friend?" she asked.



"Yes, a very old friend," I answered.
"I'm sorry to have to tell you this," she said. "Sally has been working
part-time the last few years because she was sick. She died five weeks
ago." Before I could hang up she said, "Wait a minute. Did you say your
name was Paul?"
"Yes," I replied. "Well, Sally left a message for you. She wrote it down
in case you called. Let me read it to you."
The note said, "Tell him I still say there are other worlds to sing in.
He'll know what I mean." I thanked her and hung up. I knew what Sally
meant.

Never underestimate the impression you may make on others. Whose life
have you touched today?

Unknown

KEEP YOUR DREAM

I have a friend named Monty Roberts who owns a horse ranch
in San Ysidro. He has let me use his house to put on fund-raising
events to raise money for youth at risk programs.

The last time I was there he introduced me by saying, "I
want to tell you why I let Jack use my horse. It all goes back to
a story about a young man who was the son of an itinerant horse
trainer who would go from stable to stable, race track to race
track, farm to farm and ranch to ranch, training horses. As a
result, the boy's high school career was continually interrupted.
When he was a senior, he was asked to write a paper about what he
wanted to be and do when he grew up.

"That night he wrote a seven-page paper describing his goal
of someday owning a horse ranch. He wrote about his dream in
great detail and he even drew a diagram of a 200-acre ranch,
showing the location of all the buildings, the stables and the
track. Then he drew a detailed floor plan for a 4,000-square-foot
house that would sit on a 200-acre dream ranch.

"He put a great deal of his heart into the project and the
next day he handed it in to his teacher. Two days later he
received his paper back. On the front page was a large red F with
a note that read, `See me after class.'

"The boy with the dream went to see the teacher after class
and asked, `Why did I receive an F?'

"The teacher said, `This is an unrealistic dream for a young
boy like you. You have no money. You come from an itinerant
family. You have no resources. Owning a horse ranch requires a
lot of money. You have to buy the land. You have to pay for the



original breeding stock and later you'll have to pay large stud
fees. There's no way you could ever do it.' Then the teacher
added, `If you will rewrite this paper with a more realistic
goal, I will reconsider your grade.'

"The boy went home and thought about it long and hard. He
asked his father what he should do. His father said, `Look, son,
you have to make up your own mind on this. However, I think it is
a very important decision for you.' "Finally, after sitting with it
for a week, the boy turned in the same paper, making no changes at
all.

He stated, “You can keep the F and I'll keep my dream."

Monty then turned to the assembled group and said, "I tell
you this story because you are sitting in my 4,000-square-foot
house in the middle of my 200-acre horse ranch. I still have that
school paper framed over the fireplace." He added, "The best part
of the story is that two summers ago that same schoolteacher
brought 30 kids to camp out on my ranch for a week." When the
teacher was leaving, he said, “Look, Monty, I can tell you this
now. When I was your teacher, I was something of a dream stealer.
During those years I stole a lot of kids' dreams. Fortunately you
had enough gumption not to give up on yours."

"Don't let anyone steal your dreams. Follow your heart, no
matter what."

-Unknown

SO BLIND

It's strange how we boys never noticed how beautiful Gwendola had
become.
She had been a classmate since the first grade, and by the time she
was in high school, she was heart-stopping beautiful, but that was never
commented upon, because it wasn't noticed.
Gwendola was shy.
She rode the bus to school from several miles out in the country where
her father was pastor of a little "holy roller" church, and thus did not
join in the activities of us "townies" who ran together after school and on
Saturdays, playing with our old cars and lying to each other about our
exploits on our dates.  She contented herself with playing the accordian in
church sometimes.
Gwendola never had a date.  If she attended a school social function
it was with her younger bother.  Her shyness kept her from participating in
any of the school's extracirricular activities -- she wasn't in the pep
squad, the girls' chorus, the mixed choir, anything.  She simply came to
school on the bus, attended her classes and boarded the bus for home.
She was ignored by the popular girls:  Sharon, Eleanor, Marilyn,
Marguarite, Phyllis and Carolyn, the girls who were active socially and
thus considered pretty.  The boys ignored her, too.  I don't remember a boy



ever speaking to her throughout her entire twelve year school career, and
certainly not Bob Glorfeld, handsome athlete, top student, obviously
destined for greatness and sought after by all the girls.
"Bob told me he liked my dress, today."  A girl could live a month on
that.
Bob was a year ahead of Gwendola, and when she became a senior, he was
in the airforce and stationed in Germany.  He wrote to Gwendola and asked
her to marry him.  I can only imagine how her heart must have jumped when
she received that letter.
Surely it was a mistake!  Surely the letter was meant for someone
else!  Surely... surely... why they had never even spoken!
When Bob came home on leave he brought her a beautiful engagement
ring, and the first night he was home Gwendola had her first date ever.  A
year later they married, and moved into a little house around the corner
from where I lived with my grandparents.  Our back yards joined, and on
occasion when I would see Gwendola out hanging clothes on the line, I would
walk over and visit with her.  Gwendola had changed.
Now, to go along with that incredible beauty I saw for the first time,
she was bright, ebullient, warm and friendly.  Why not?  Gwendola was
happy.
I would walk back to the house wondering how we all could have been so
blind?  Why didn't we see what Bob saw?  How stupid we were! Gwendola was a
prize for any man.
When Bob got out of the service they moved to Southeast Missouri where
Bob got a good job with the telephone company, and they raised two fine
boys.  When Gwendola turned forty, she developed cancer and died.
She's buried in the little cemetery south of town where all my folks
are buried.
When I go out there it seems I can hear the strains of her accordian
faintly in the air.

-Joe Edwards

Failure is Success

To weight lifters, failure is success. Unless they lift a
weight to the point of "failure," their muscles aren't
growing. So they have programmed themselves, through
repetition, to use the word "failure" in a positive sense.

They also call what we would call "pain" something positive:
"the burn." Getting to "the burn" is the goal! You'll hear
bodybuilders call out to each other: "Roast 'em!" By
changing the language, they acquire access to inner power
through the use of the human will.

Language leads to power. To optimize your levels of
inspiration and motivation, be conscious of the creative
potential of the language you use on a daily basis.

- Steve Chandler, in "100 Ways to Motivate Yourself"
(adapted)

KEEP YOUR DREAM



I have a friend named Monty Roberts who owns a horse ranch
in San Ysidro. He has let me use his house to put on fund-raising
events to raise money for youth at risk programs.

The last time I was there he introduced me by saying, "I
want to tell you why I let Jack use my horse. It all goes back to
a story about a young man who was the son of an itinerant horse
trainer who would go from stable to stable, race track to race
track, farm to farm and ranch to ranch, training horses. As a
result, the boy's high school career was continually interrupted.
When he was a senior, he was asked to write a paper about what he
wanted to be and do when he grew up.

"That night he wrote a seven-page paper describing his goal
of someday owning a horse ranch. He wrote about his dream in
great detail and he even drew a diagram of a 200-acre ranch,
showing the location of all the buildings, the stables and the
track. Then he drew a detailed floor plan for a 4,000-square-foot
house that would sit on a 200-acre dream ranch.

"He put a great deal of his heart into the project and the
next day he handed it in to his teacher. Two days later he
received his paper back. On the front page was a large red F with
a note that read, `See me after class.'

"The boy with the dream went to see the teacher after class
and asked, `Why did I receive an F?'

"The teacher said, `This is an unrealistic dream for a young
boy like you. You have no money. You come from an itinerant
family. You have no resources. Owning a horse ranch requires a
lot of money. You have to buy the land. You have to pay for the
original breeding stock and later you'll have to pay large stud
fees. There's no way you could ever do it.' Then the teacher
added, `If you will rewrite this paper with a more realistic
goal, I will reconsider your grade.'

"The boy went home and thought about it long and hard. He
asked his father what he should do. His father said, `Look, son,
you have to make up your own mind on this. However, I think it is
a very important decision for you.' "Finally, after sitting with it
for a week, the boy turned in the same paper, making no changes at
all.

He stated, “You can keep the F and I'll keep my dream."

Monty then turned to the assembled group and said, "I tell
you this story because you are sitting in my 4,000-square-foot
house in the middle of my 200-acre horse ranch. I still have that
school paper framed over the fireplace." He added, "The best part
of the story is that two summers ago that same schoolteacher
brought 30 kids to camp out on my ranch for a week." When the
teacher was leaving, he said, “Look, Monty, I can tell you this
now. When I was your teacher, I was something of a dream stealer.
During those years I stole a lot of kids' dreams. Fortunately you



had enough gumption not to give up on yours."

"Don't let anyone steal your dreams. Follow your heart, no
matter what."

-Unknown

Red Marbles

During the waning years of the depression
in a small southeastern Idaho community,
I used to stop by Brother Miller's roadside stand for
farm-fresh produce as the season made it available.

Food and money were still extremely scarce and bartering was used,
extensively. One particular day Brother Miller was bagging some early
potatoes for me.

I noticed a small boy, delicate of bone and feature, ragged but clean,
hungrily appraising a basket of freshly picked green peas.
I paid for my potatoes but was also drawn to the display of fresh green
peas.

I am a pushover for creamed peas and new potatoes.
Pondering the peas I couldn't help overhearing the conversation
between Brother Miller and the ragged boy next to me.
"Hello Barry, how are you today?"
"H'lo, Mr. Miller. Fine, thank ya. Jus' admirin' them peas......
sure look good."
"They are good, Barry. How's your Ma?"
"Fine. Gittin' stronger alla'time."
"Good. Anything I can help you with "
"No, Sir. Jus' admirin' them peas."
"Would you like to take some home?"
"No, Sir. Got nuthin' to pay for 'em with."
"Well, what have you to trade me for some of those peas?"
"All I got's my prize aggie ? best taw around here."
"Is that right? Let me see it."
"Here 'tis. She's a dandy."
"I can see that. Hmmmm, only thing is this one is blue and I sort of go
for red.

Do you have a red one like this at home?"
"Not 'zackley . . . but, almost."
"Tell you what. Take this sack of peas home with you and
next trip this way let me look at that red taw."
"Sure will. Thanks, Mr. Miller."

Mrs. Miller, who had been standing nearby, came over to help me.
With a smile she said: "There are two other boys like him in our
community; all three are in very poor circumstances.
Jim just loves to bargain with them for peas, apples, tomatoes or
whatever.
When they come back with their red marbles, and they always do,



he decides he doesn't like red after all and
he sends them home with a bag of produce for a green marble
or an orange one, perhaps."

I left the stand, smiling to myself, impressed with this man.
A short time later I moved to Utah but I never forgot the story of
this man, the boys and their bartering.

Several years went by each more rapid than the previous one.
Just recently I had occasion to visit some old friends in that Idaho
community and while I was there learned that Brother Miller had died.
They were having his viewing that evening and knowing my friends wanted to
go, I agreed to accompany them.

Upon our arrival at the mortuary we fell into line to meet the relatives
of the deceased and to offer whatever words of comfort we could. Ahead of
us in line were three young men.
One was in an Army uniform and the other two wore
short haircuts, dark suits and white shirts,
obviously potential or returned missionaries.

They approached Mrs. Miller, standing smiling and composed,
by her husband's casket. Each of the young men hugged her, kissed
her on the cheek, spoke briefly with her and moved on to the casket.

Her misty light blue eyes followed them as, one by one,
each young man stopped briefly and placed his
own warm hand over the cold pale hand in the casket.
Each left the mortuary, awkwardly, wiping his eyes.

Our turn came to meet Mrs. Miller.
I told her who I was and mentioned the story she had told me about the
marbles. Eyes glistening she took my hand and led me to the casket.
"This is an amazing coincidence," she said. "Those three young men,
that just left, were the boys I told you about. They just told me
how they appreciated the things Jim "traded" them.

Now, at last, when Jim could not change his mind about color or
size... they came to pay their debt. We've never had a great deal
of the wealth of this world," she confided, "but, right now,
Jim would consider himself the richest man in Idaho."

With loving gentleness she lifted the lifeless fingers of her deceased
husband. Resting underneath were three, magnificently shiny, red
marbles.

THE BEST INTERVIEW

Yesterday is a day that I won't forget for a long time.
My 9-year-old daughter had told me yesterday morning that one of her
year-younger friends (third grade) wanted to interview me for a school
assignment. Wow! A third-grader wants to interview me! I was thrilled.



All during the day, I was anticipating questions and how I would
respond. "How did you become CyberSis?" I could hear her ask. "How many
hours do you work on the column?" was another obvious question. "How many
readers do you have?" might pop in there as a candidate.
I prepared to field most questions she could throw at me with
responses that would be comprehended by 8-year-old children. Nothing too
complicated. Nothing too condescending. A tough job, if you really think
about it.

While shopping at a fresh produce stand, I imagined all the similes
and metaphors I could use (for comedic effect) using fruit. "What do you
think of your work?", answered with "It's a peach"! "How do you think
people see you?", to be followed with "I'm a watermelon -- hard on the
outside, but soft at the center." All day long, the muted excitement built.

I even changed clothes, just to appear "fresher" for the interview.
When I went to the bus stop, I was primed!
Upon returning home, I offered the girls after school refreshments.
Anxious to begin, I asked Kayla where she would like to hold the interview.

She said, "Oh, it's okay. I don't need to interview you. I found
somebody else."

Crestfallen (to say the very least) I replied, "Oh, really? Who did
you get to interview?" trying to mentally size up the competition.
She said, "Oh, just my mother's boss's mother."
"Really?" was my catchy comeback. "And what type of work does SHE do?"
"I don't think she works. She's in a rest home."
Not seeing any relationship between the targeted interview subjects, I
asked, "Why did you happen to chose her?"
"I had to interview somebody REALLY old, around 50, who could tell me
about life in the 1960's. She LOOKS a LOT older than you do!" she casually
commented, munching on carrot sticks.

And that was the best interview I never had..

- P. L. Sweeney

I TRIED TO CLIMB THE MOUNTAIN TODAY.

I tried to climb the mountain today. As I inched my way
up the path, I felt overwhelmed, so I had to turn back.

I tried to climb the mountain today. On my journey, darkness
started to fall, and I was full of fear, so I had to return to
a safe place.

I was ready to climb the mountain today. But it
was so hot outside, I thought I better stay in my nice
air-conditioned house and rest up for tomorrow's attempt.

I was about to climb the mountain today. But I had so many
other things to do, so instead of climbing the mountain I



took care of much more important tasks. I washed my car,
mowed the grass and watched the big game. Today the mountain
will just have to wait.

I was going to climb the mountain today. But as I stared at
the mountain in it's majestic beauty, I knew I stood no chance
of making it to the top, so I figured why even bother trying.

I have forgotten about climbing the mountain today; until a
friend came by and asked me what I was up to lately. I told
him I was thinking about climbing that mountain some day.
I went on and on about how I was going to accomplish this
task.

Finally, he said, "I just got back from climbing the mountain.
For the longest time I told myself I was trying to climb the
mountain but never made any progress. I almost let the dream
of making it to the top die. I came up with every excuse of
why I could not make it up the mountain, but never once did
I give myself a reason why I could. One day as I stared at
the mountain and pondered, I realized that if I didn't make
an attempt at this dream all my dreams will eventually die."

"The next morning, I started my climb." He continued, "It was
not easy, and at times I wanted to quit. But no matter what I
faced, I placed one foot in front of the other, keeping a
steady pace. When the wind tried to blow me over the edge,
I kept walking. When the voices inside my head screamed
"stop!" I focused on my goal never letting it out of sight,
and I kept moving forward. At times, I was ready to quit, but
I knew I had come too far. Time and time again, I reassured
myself that I was going to finish this journey. I struggled
to make it to the top, but I climbed the mountain!"

"I have to be going," my friend said. "Tomorrow is a new day to
accomplish more dreams. By the way, what are you going to do
tomorrow?"

I looked at him, with intensity and confidence in my eyes, and
said, "I have a mountain to climb."

- Gary Barnes
You can visit Gary’s site, Self-Worth.com at:
http://www.self-worth.com

THE RIGHT QUESTION

There were a thousand reasons not to stop.
I was running late for a Very Important... well, whatever it was that
I was running late for that day. The freeway was busy -- I might have
caused an accident or something. Surely the Highway Patrol would be along
soon, and it's their job to help stranded motorists, isn't it? And I had
on my navy blue suit, with a light blue shirt and a silk tie. Not exactly
car-fixing clothes, you know?



Let's see -- that makes 1,004 reasons not to stop. And here's 1,005:
I am the world's worst auto mechanic. Public enemy No. 1 on the AAA's Ten
Most Wanted list. Mr. WhatsaWrench.

The first time I tried to change my car's oil myself I did fine --
until I forgot to put the new oil in. The boys down at the garage had a
big laugh over that one. The next time, I remembered to put in the new oil
-- only I put it in the transmission. That triggered a letter from the
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Chryslers. They suggested I get a
horse.

Don't get me wrong. I'm not feeling sorry for myself. God has given
me other talents to use for the benefit of mankind. But I'm not sure how
much it would have helped that lady whom was stranded by the side of the
freeway if I would have pulled over and belched on cue.
So I didn't pull over. I drove on by, just like hundreds of other
drivers on the freeway that day. And I felt guilty about it.
So I turned off at the next exit and made my way back to see if I
could at least give her a lift or something. But by the time I got back to
her, an Hispanic gentleman had pulled in behind her, and was tinkering
away at her car's engine like he knew what he was doing.

"Is there anything I can do to help?" I asked.

"No, thank you," the lady replied. "This nice man says he can fix it."
At that moment, a voice from under the hood shouted: "OK, try it now!"
The woman reached for the key and turned it. The engine started
beautifully.

"It was your serpentine belt," the man explained, wiping his hands on
his pants. "It slipped off. It's pretty worn. You want to take that to a
mechanic, get a new one put on."

The woman tried to give the freeway Samaritan some money, but he
declined and waved as she drove off. It wasn't until we started walking
toward our cars that I noticed he had five more reasons not to stop than I
did; his family was sitting in the station wagon, waiting patiently. "Do
you stop and help people like this often?" I asked.

He shrugged. "Somebody has to," he said. "What's she going to do if
nobody helps?"
And for him, that was reason enough.

In his final sermon, given the night before his assassination, Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. took as his text the Biblical parable of the Good
Samaritan. In the story, a man is attacked by thieves and left by the
roadside. Several travelers happen upon him, but they pass by.
Eventually, someone does stop to help, although it is the one person who
might have had a reason not to. He is a Samaritan and the victim is a Jew.
Those folks didn't get along any better back then than they do now.
According to Dr. King, those who passed by the injured man were asking
themselves the wrong question: "If I help this man, what will happen to
me?"

The Good Samaritan stopped to help because he asked the right



question: "If I don't help this man, what will happen to him?"
Dr. King spent a lifetime asking the right question. If we truly want
to honor him, then we need to ask ourselves that question, too.
No matter how many reasons we may think we have not to.

-Joseph B Walker

GOOD COOKS

When my son was 11 years old, he got a small job helping out with a
traveling carnival while it was in our town.

He didn't come home at lunch time, phoning instead to tell me he was
fine and had found a few days work helping out at an exhibit. He turned up
for supper as usual however after he finished work.

I asked him how he had managed at lunch and he told me he had made
some new friends at the carnival, some young men who were twin brothers,
and their mom and dad. They had paid him a few dollars and invited him for
lunch in return for helping them set up their exhibit and wanted him to
return the next day to help with other chores.

I was glad he had found new friends but a little apprehensive about
the type of people that might be traveling in a carnival.

"Oh Mom, these are just normal everyday people like anyone else. They
just work at a carnival instead of in a store or something. Come down
tomorrow and meet them yourself," he said.

So the next day I went to the carnival and to the exhibit he had
directed me to. The twin brothers turned out to be Siamese twins, joined
at the chest.

He hadn't thought this fact was noteworthy enough to mention.
When I brought it to him he said, "Yes, I noticed that too. Do you
know that their mom has to make all their clothes because it's so
difficult to find anything to fit them? They're also really good cooks.
Today, Joe, the one on the right, made me spaghetti for lunch."

What others see first in a person (or persons) is not what a child
considers important.

Where I saw Siamese twins, he saw people having difficulty buying
clothes that fit, and young men who were good cooks.

It was a lesson I have thought about many times over the years.

-Charlotte Mansfield



Calves and Common Sense
(Ralph Waldo Emerson)

Ralph Waldo Emerson, the famous nineteenth-century poet and essayist, was
out one day trying to get a calf into the barn. "But he made the common
mistake of thinking only of what he wanted: Emerson pushed and his son
pulled.. But the calf stiffened his legs and stubbornly refused to leave
the pasture.

"The Irish housemaid saw their predicament. She couldn't write essays and
books; but on this occasion at least, she had more horse sense, or calf
sense, than Emerson. She put her maternal finger in the calf's mouth, and
let the calf suck her finger as she gently led him into the barn."(1)

The lesson is simple but profound: The best way to influence others is
byconsidering their desires, not just your own.

(1)Dale Carnegie, How to Win Friends and Influence People (New York: Simon
& Schuster, 1936)

MILLION DOLLAR SMILE

Each year this organization of men came to the Children's Home Society
Orphanage.

All the boys and girls would get two dollars each. The men would take
us in groups of five to downtown Jacksonville, Florida, to do some
Christmas shopping.

I remember going with this one gentleman three years in a row. He
would take us shopping, then he would ask us if we wanted to go to the
movies. I remember watching him closely when we got to the theater. I
watched him as he pulled out his wallet to pay for our tickets. He looked
over at me and just smiled with his great big smile. During the movie he
bought us all the popcorn and candy that we wanted. I remember thinking
how wonderful it was that someone would spend their own money on someone
like us.

We all laughed at the funny movie and had a really good time. The man
would laugh really hard and then he would pat me on top of the head. Then
he would laugh really hard again and reach over and rustle my hair. I
would just look at him, and he would just keep smiling with his great big



wonderful smile.

That trip to the movies was the first time in my life that I ever felt
as if someone really cared about me. It was a wonderful feeling which I
have never forgotten, even to this day, decades later.
I don't know if that man felt sorry for me, but I do know this: If I
ever win the big lottery, that man will find out that he carried a
million-dollar smile.

This is why I believe it is so important that organizations and clubs,
such as the Shriners and Jaycees, continue to reach out and help the
children who are less fortunate. In my particular case, it was this one
man's personal act of kindness that will be remembered for years to come.
Just one little simple act of kindness.

It is these little-tiny acts that will insure that when some confused
child goes off the deep end one day, he or she will forever remember that
small glimmer of kindness that was shown to them by someone. That little
speck of hope, that little dim light of goodness that will forever be
stuck somewhere in the far reaches of their confused mind.

I thank you, kind Sir, for a memory which I now share with my children
and grandchildren fifty years later.

-Roger Dean Kiser, Sr.

Beautiful Pearls

Jenny was a bright-eyed, pretty five-year-old girl.

One day when she and her mother were checking out at the grocery store,
Jenny saw a plastic pearl necklace priced at $2.50. How she wanted that
necklace, and when she asked her mother if she would buy it for her, her
mother said, "Well, it is a pretty necklace, but it costs an awful lot of
money. I'll tell you what. I'll buy you the necklace, and when we get home
we can make up a list of chores that you can do to pay for the necklace.

And don't forget that for your birthday Grandma just might give you a
whole dollar bill, too. Okay?" Jenny agreed, and her mother bought the
pearl necklace for her.

Jenny worked on her chores very hard every day, and sure enough, her
grandma gave her a brand new dollar bill for her birthday. Soon Jenny had
paid off the pearls. How Jenny loved those pearls. She wore them
everywhere to kindergarten, bed and when she went out with her mother to
run errands.

The only time she didn't wear them was in the shower. Her mother had told



her that they would turn her neck green!

Now Jenny had a very loving daddy. When Jenny went to bed, he would get up
from his favorite chair every night and read Jenny her favorite story.

One night when he finished the story, he said, "Jenny, do you love me?"

"Oh yes, Daddy, you know I love you," the little girl said.

"Well, then, give me your pearls."

"Oh! Daddy, not my pearls!" Jenny said. "But you can have Rosy, my
favorite doll. Remember her? You gave her to me last year for my birthday.
And you can have her tea party outfit, too. Okay?"

"Oh no, darling, that's okay." Her father brushed her cheek with a kiss.
"Good night, little one."

A week later, her father once again asked Jenny after her story, "Do you
love me?"

"Oh yes, Daddy, you know I love you."

"Well, then, give me your pearls."

"Oh, Daddy, not my pearls! But you can have Ribbons, my toy horse. Do
you remember her? She's my favorite. Her hair is so soft, and you can play
with it and braid it and everything. You can have Ribbons if you want her,
"Daddy," the little girl said to her father.

"No, that's okay," her father said and brushed her cheek again with a
kiss. God bless you, little one. Sweet dreams."

Several days later, when Jenny's father came in to read her a story, Jenny
was sitting on her bed and her lip was trembling. " Here, Daddy," she
said, and held out her hand. She opened it and her beloved pearl necklace
was inside. She let it slip into her father's hand.

With one hand her father held the plastic pearls and the other he pulled
out of his pocket a blue velvet box. Inside of the box were real, genuine,
beautiful pearls. He had had them all along. He was waiting for Jenny to
give up the cheap stuff so he could give her the real thing.

So it is with GOD. He is waiting for us to give up the cheap things in our
lives so he can give us beautiful treasure.

Isn't God good?

This made me think about the things I hold on to and wonder what God wants
to give me in its place.



Consider This

  After Fred Astaire’s first screen test, the memo from the testing
  director of MGM, dated 1933, said, “can’t act! Slightly Bald! Can
  dance a little!” Astaire kept that memo over the fireplace in his
  Beverly Hills home.

  An expert said of Vince Lombardi: “He possesses minimal
  football knowledge. Lacks Motivation.”

  Socrates was called, “An immoral corrupter of youth.”

  When Peter J. Daniel was in the fourth grade, his teacher, Mrs.
  Phillips, constantly said, “Peter J. Daniel, you’re no good,
  you’re a bad apple and you’re never going to amount to
  anything.” Peter was totally illiterate until he was 26. A friend
  stayed up with him all night and read him a copy of Think and
  Grow Rich. Now he owns the street corners he used to fight on
  and just published his latest book: Mrs. Phillips, You Were
  Wrong.

  Louisa May Alcott, the author of Little Women, was encouraged
  to find work as a servant or seamstress by her family.

  Beethoven handled the violin awkwardly and preferred playing
  his own compositions instead of improving his technique. His
  teacher called him hopeless as a composer.

  The parents of the famous opera singer Enrico Caruso wanted
  him to be an engineer. His teachers said he had no voice at all
  and could not sing.

  Charles Darwin, father of the Theory of Evolution, gave up a
  medical career and was told by his father, “You care for nothing
  but shooting, dogs, and rat catching.” In his autobiography,
  Darwin wrote, “I was considered by my father, a very ordinary
  boy, rather below the common standard in intellect.

  Walt Disney was fired by a newspaper editor for lack of ideas.
  Walt Disney also went bankrupt several times before he built
  Disneyland.

  Thomas Edison’s teachers said he was too stupid to learn
  anything.

  Albert Einstein did not speak until he was four years old and
  didn’t read until he was seven. His teacher described him as
  “mentally slow, unsociable and adrift forever in his foolish
  dreams.” He was expelled and refused admittance to Zurich



  Polytechnic School.

  Louis Pasteur was only a mediocre pupil in undergraduate
  studies and ranked 15 out of 22 in chemistry.

  Isaac Newton did very poorly in grade school.

  The sculptor Rodin’s father said, “I have an idiot for a son.”
  Described as the worst pupil in the school, Rodin failed three
  times to secure admittance to the school of art. His uncle called
  him uneducable.

  Leo Tolstoy, author of War and Peace, flunked out of college.
  He was described as “both unable and unwilling to learn.”

  Playwright Tennessee Williams was enraged when his play, Me,
  Vasha was not chosen in a class competition at Washington
  University where he was enrolled in English XVI. The teacher
  recalled that Williams denounced the judges’ choices and their
  intelligence.

  F. W. Woolworth’s employers at the dry goods store said he
  had not enough sense to wait upon customers.

  Henry Ford failed and went broke five times before he finally
  succeeded.

  Babe Ruth, considered by sports historians to be the greatest
  athlete of all time and famous for setting the home run record,
  also holds the record for strikeouts.

  Winston Churchill failed sixth grade. He did not become Prime
  Minister of England until he was 62, and then only after a
  lifetime of defeats and setbacks. His greatest contributions came
  when he was a “senior citizen.”

A Place To Stand by : Dr. Charles Garfield

         If you have ever gone through a toll booth, you know that your relationship to the person in the booth

is
         not the most intimate you'll ever have. It is one of life's frequent nonencounters: You hand over some
         money; you might get change; you drive off. 

         Late one morning in 1984, headed for lunch in San Francisco, I drove toward a booth. I heard loud
         music. It sounded like a party. I looked around. No other cars with their windows open. No sound
         trucks. I looked at the toll booth. Inside it, the man was dancing. 

         "What are you doing?" I asked. 



         "I'm having a party," he said. 

         "What about the rest of the people?" I looked at the other toll booths. 

         He said, "What do those look like to you?" He pointed down the row of toll booths. 

         "They look like...toll booths. What do they look like to you?" 

         He said, "Vertical coffins. At 8:30 every morning, live people get in. Then they die for eight hours. At
         4:30, like Lazarus from the dead, they reemerge and go home. For eight hours, brain is on hold, dead
         on the job. Going through the motions." 

         I was amazed. This guy had developed a philosophy, a mythology about his job. Sixteen people dead
         on the job, and the seventeenth, in precisely the same situation, figures out a way to live. I could not
         help asking the next question: "Why is it different for you? You're having a good time." 

         He looked at me. "I knew you were going to ask that. I don't understand why anybody would think 
my
         job is boring. I have a corner office, glass on all sides. I can see the Golden Gate, San Francisco, and
         the Berkeley hills. Half the Western world vacations here...and I just stroll in every day and practice
         dancing."

   -- Jack Canfield and Mark V. Hansen, from A Cup of Chicken
                                 Soup for the Soul

Attitude 

         The longer I live, the more I realize the impact of attitude on life. Attitude, to me, is more important 
than
         facts. It is more important than the past, than education, than money, then circumstances, than 
failures,
         than successes, than what other people think, say, or do. It is more important than appearance,
         giftedness, or skill. It will make or break a company, a church, a home. The remarkable thing is we
         have a choice every day regarding the attitude we will embrace for that day. 

         We cannot change our past. We cannot change the fact that people will act in a certain way. We 
cannot
         change the inevitable. The only thing we can do is play on the one string we have, and that is our
         attitude. I am convinced that life is 10% what happens to me and 90% how I react to it. And so it is
         with you. We are in charge of our attitudes.

Adrift by : Adam Khan



         In 1982 Steven Callahan was crossing the Atlantic alone in his sailboat when it struck something and
         sank. He was out of the shipping lanes and floating in a life raft, alone. His supplies were few. His
         chances were small. Yet when three fishermen found him seventy-six days later (the longest anyone 
has
         survived a shipwreck on a life raft alone), he was alive -- much skinnier than he was when he started,
         but alive. 

         His account of how he survived is fascinating. His ingenuity -- how he managed to catch fish, how he
         fixed his solar still (evaporates sea water to make fresh) -- is very interesting. 

         But the thing that caught my eye was how he managed to keep himself going when all hope seemed 
lost,
         when there seemed no point in continuing the struggle, when he was suffering greatly, when his life 
raft
         was punctured and after more than a week struggling with his weak body to fix it, it was still leaking 
air
         and wearing him out to keep pumping it up. He was starved. He was desperately dehydrated. He was
         thoroughly exhausted. Giving up would have seemed the only sane option. 

         When people survive these kinds of circumstances, they do something with their minds that gives 
them
         the courage to keep going. Many people in similarly desperate circumstances give in or go mad.
         Something the survivors do with their thoughts helps them find the guts to carry on in spite of
         overwhelming odds. 

         "I tell myself I can handle it," wrote Callahan in his narrative. "Compared to what others have been
         through, I'm fortunate. I tell myself these things over and over, building up fortitude...." 

         I wrote that down after I read it. It struck me as something important. And I've told myself the same
         thing when my own goals seemed far off or when my problems seemed too overwhelming. And every
         time I've said it, I have always come back to my senses. 

         The truth is, our circumstances are only bad compared to something better. But others have been
         through much worse. I've read enough history to know you and I are lucky to be where we are, when
         we are, no matter how bad it seems to us compared to our fantasies. It's a sane thought and worth
         thinking. 

         So here, coming to us from the extreme edge of survival, are words that can give us strength. 
Whatever
         you're going through, tell yourself you can handle it. Compared to what others have been through,
         you're fortunate. Tell this to yourself over and over, and it will help you get through the rough spots 
with
         a little more fortitude. 

         Tell yourself you can handle it.

A Slave to His Destiny by : Adam Khan

         One morning a sixteen-year-old boy was kidnapped from his house by a band of knife-wielding thugs
         and taken to another country, there to be sold as a slave. The year was 401 AD. 



         He was made a shepherd. Slaves were not allowed to wear clothes, so he was often dangerously cold
         and frequently on the verge of starvation. He spent months at a time without seeing another human 
being
         -- a severe psychological torture. 

         But this greatest of difficulties was transformed into the greatest of blessings because it gave him an
         opportunity not many get in a lifetime. Long lengths of solitude have been used by people all through
         history to meditate, to learn to control the mind and to explore the depths of feeling and thought to a
         degree impossible in the hubbub of normal life. 

         He wasn't looking for such an "opportunity," but he got it anyway. He had never been a religious
         person, but to hold himself together and take his mind off the pain, he began to pray, so much 
that "...in
         one day," he wrote later, "I would say as many as a hundred prayers and after dark nearly as many
         again...I would wake and pray before daybreak -- through snow, frost, and rain...." 

         This young man, at the onset of his manhood, got a 'raw deal.' But therein lies the lesson. Nobody gets
         a perfect life. The question is not "What could I have done if I'd gotten a better life?" but rather "What
         can I do with the life I've got?" 

         How can you take your personality, your circumstances, your upbringing, the time and place you live 
in,
         and make something extraordinary out of it? What can you do with what you've got? 

         The young slave prayed. He didn't have much else available to do, so he did what he could with all his
         might. And after six years of praying, he heard a voice in his sleep say that his prayers would be
         answered: He was going home. He sat bolt upright and the voice said, "Look, your ship is ready." 

         He was a long way from the ocean, but he started walking. After two hundred miles, he came to the
         ocean and there was a ship, preparing to leave for Britain, his homeland. Somehow he got aboard the
         ship and went home to reunite with his family. 

         But he had changed. The sixteen-year-old boy had become a holy man. He had visions. He heard the
         voices of the people from the island he had left -- Ireland -- calling him back. The voices were
         persistent, and he eventually left his family to become ordained as a priest and a bishop with the
         intention of returning to Ireland and converting the Irish to Christianity. 

         At the time, the Irish were fierce, illiterate, Iron-Age people. For over eleven hundred years, the 
Roman
         Empire had been spreading its civilizing influence from Africa to Britain, but Rome never conquered
         Ireland. 

         The people of Ireland warred constantly. They made human sacrifices of prisoners of war and 
sacrificed
         newborns to the gods of the harvest. They hung the skulls of their enemies on their belts as 
ornaments. 

         Our slave-boy-turned-bishop decided to make these people literate and peaceful. Braving dangers and
         obstacles of tremendous magnitude, he actually succeeded! By the end of his life, Ireland was 
Christian.
         Slavery had ceased entirely. Wars were much less frequent, and literacy was spreading. 

         How did he do it? He began by teaching people to read -- starting with the Bible. Students eventually
         became teachers and went to other parts of the island to create new places of learning, and wherever
         they went, they brought the know-how to turn sheepskin into paper and paper into books. 



         Copying books became the major religious activity of that country. The Irish had a long-standing love 
of
         words, and it expressed itself to the full when they became literate. Monks spent their lives copying
         books: the Bible, the lives of saints, and the works accumulated by the Roman culture -- Latin, Greek,
         and Hebrew books, grammars, the works of Plato, Aristotle, Virgil, Homer, Greek philosophy, math,
         geometry, astronomy. 

         In fact, because so many books were being copied, they were saved, because as Ireland was being
         civilized, the Roman Empire was falling apart. Libraries disappeared in Europe. Books were no 
longer
         copied (except in the city of Rome itself), and children were no longer taught to read. The civilization
         that had been built up over eleven centuries disintegrated. This was the beginning of the Dark Ages. 

         Because our slave-boy-turned-bishop transformed his suffering into a mission, civilization itself, in 
the
         form of literature and the accumulated knowledge contained in that literature, was saved and not lost
         during that time of darkness. He was named a saint, the famous Saint Patrick. You can read the full 
and
         fascinating story if you like in the excellent book How the Irish Saved Civilization by Thomas Cahill. 

         "Very interesting," you might say, "but what does that have to do with me?" 

         Well...you are also in some circumstances or other, and it's not all peaches and cream, is it? There's
         some stuff you don't like -- maybe something about your circumstances, perhaps, or maybe some
         events that occurred in your childhood. 

         But here you are, with that past, with these circumstances, with the things you consider less than 
ideal.
         What are you going to do with them? If those circumstances have made you uniquely qualified for 
some
         contribution, what would it be? 

         You may not know the answer to that question right now, but keep in mind that the circumstances you
         think only spell misery may contain the seeds of something profoundly Good. Assume that's true, and
         the assumption will begin to gather evidence until your misery is transformed, as Saint Patrick's 
suffering
         was, from a raw deal to the perfect preparation for something better. 

         Ask yourself and keep asking, "Given my upbringing and circumstances, what Good am I
         especially qualified to do?"

The Trouble Tree by : Unknown

          

         The carpenter I hired to help me restore an old farmhouse had just finished a rough first day on the 
job.
         A flat tire made him lose an hour of work, his electric saw quit, and now his ancient pickup truck
         refused to start. 



         While I drove him home, he sat in stony silence. On arriving, he invited me in to meet his family. As 
we
         walked toward the front door, he paused briefly at a small tree, touching tips of the branches with 
both
         hands. When opening the door, he underwent an amazing transformation. His tanned face was 
wreathed
         in smiles and he hugged his two small children and gave his wife a kiss. 

         Afterward he walked me to the car. We passed the tree and my curiosity got the better of me. I asked
         him about what I had seen him do earlier. Oh, that's my trouble tree," he replied. "I know I can't help
         having troubles on the job, but one thing's for sure, troubles don't belong in the house with my wife 
and
         the children. So I just hang them up on the tree every night when I come home. Then in the morning I
         pick them up again." 

         "Funny thing is," he smiled, "when I come out in the morning to pick 'em up, there ain't nearly as 
many
         as I remember hanging up the night before."

The Builder by : Author Unknown

                                    

         An elderly carpenter was ready to retire. He told his employer-contractor of his plans to leave the
         house building business and live a more leisurely life with his wife enjoying his extended family. He
         would miss the paycheck, but he needed to retire. They could get by. 

         The contractor was sorry to see his good worker go and asked if he could build just one more house as
         a personal favor. The carpenter said yes, but in time it was easy to see that his heart was not in his
         work. He resorted to shoddy workmanship and used inferior materials. It was an unfortunate way to
         end his career. 

         When the carpenter finished his work and the builder came to inspect the house, the contractor 
handed
         the front-door key to the carpenter. "This is your house," he said, "my gift to you." 

         What a shock! What a shame! If he had only known he was building his own house, he would have
         done it all so differently. Now he had to live in the home he had built none too well. 

         So it is with us. We build our lives in a distracted way, reacting rather than acting, willing to put up 
less
         than the best. At important points we do not give the job our best effort. Then with a shock we look at
         the situation we have created and find that we are now living in the house we have built. If we had
         realized, we would have done it differently. 

         Think of yourself as the carpenter. Think about your house. Each day you hammer a nail, place a 
board,
         or erect a wall. Build wisely. It is the only life you will ever build. Even if you live it for only one day
         more, that day deserves to be lived graciously and with dignity. The plaque on the wall says, "Life is 
a
         do-it-yourself project." 



         Who could say it more clearly? Your life today is the result of your attitudes and choices in the past.
         Your life tomorrow will be the result of your attitudes and the choices you make today.

An Average Person by : Brian Tracy

         What does it take to succeed on a big scale? 

         A tremendous god-given talent? Inherited wealth? A decade of postgraduate education? Connections
         with the top people in your field? 

         Fortunately for most of us, what it takes is something very simple and accessible: clear, written goals. 

         A study of Harvard graduates found that after 20 years, the three percent of them who had written
         goals achieved more financially than the other 97% combined! 

         "An average person with average talent, ambition and education, can oustrip the most brilliant genius 
in
         our society, if that person has clear, focused goals."


